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•• achievement in school is influenced by many things other than 
the sum. total of intellectual abilities. The same is true of success 
in life .••• We have seen that intellect and achievement are far 
from perfectly correlated. To identify the internal and external 
factors that help or hinch.rr the frustration of exceptional talent, 
and to measure the extent of their influences, are surely among the 
major problems of our time. 
Lewis J::I. 'rerman 
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CHAPTER I 
INrRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
Introduction 
Many investigators in the fields of education and psychology have 
sought answers to the problem of individual differences in college 
achievement. Numerous variables have been studied including both 
aptitude and personality or motivational factors. Frequently. how-
ever students whose academic prognosis is favorable fail to reach 
their potential. Others, conversely, achieve at a level considerably 
beyond their predicted potential. The aim of the present study, there-
fore, is to further investigate this gap or what Rust and Ryan (55) 
have called the coefficient of alienation, i.e., the unexplained dif-
ference left by the correlation between academic grades and those 
predictors of college success that are currently in use. In general, 
the factors leading to academic success or failure, above and beyond 
those of ability, have not been readily apparent or reducible to mean-
ingful, operational definitions. Thus, the attempts to measure per-
sonality variables thought to be associated with achievement in college 
have, in the main, arrived at inconsistent or negligible results. Yet, 
despite these difficulties, the high over-all relationship between these 
factors ts readily admitted by most authorities. Fresh approaches to 
the problem thus seem warranted. 
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Thus, in an investigation of the effects of stress upon personality, 
Lazarus (32) asserts that, 
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•••• the traditional search for main effects of independent vari-
ables in stress experimentation must give way to analysis of interactions 
among variables, if such experimentation is to be most meaningful and 
realistic. (32, p. 576) 
Secord (59) has reached a somewhat similar conclusion. Accord-
ingly, he says, 
•••• attempts have been made to develop measures based on patterns 
of answers to self invent·ortes, on the assumption that such measures 
may reveal personality characteristics not disclosed by the simple 
additive counts of answers •••• (59, p. 308) 
Rokeach (54) asks, "What sort of theory and what sort of measur-
ing devices are needed which would enable one to skirt around the con-
tents of a person• s thoughts and beliefs and sti 11 reveal intact its 
formal characteristics?" (54, p. 227) Emphasis is thus being focused 
upon integration and organization within this area of research. 
It s.eems probable that the Q-sort technique as developed by 
Stephenson (65) possesses sufficient subtlety, depth, and scope to 
fulfill these purposes and is, therefore,. an ideal method for studying 
personality structures and cognitive organization. The present re~ 
search is based upon the assumption that attitudes and academic achieve-
ment are both operationally definable and quantifiable and that their 
relationship can be empirically studied by means of a Q-sort. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem posed was to ascertain whether attitudes, as herein 
measured, were significantly related to achievement, as herein measul'ed, 
at East Texas State College. While this may seem to be a limited 
approach to the aforementioned "gap", Centi (12) after analysis of the 
published research has warned that, 
••• the factors important to academic success are different from 
school to school. In view of this, it would seem important for the 
college counselor to determine what factors influence academic success 
o:r failure in the particular institution which he serves. (12, p. 457) 
A specific question i'urthor delimits the scope o:f the present 
undertaking. Will Ea,st Texas State College first semester freshmen 
of similar ability as maam.11'ed by 'l1he School and College Ability Test, 
but who differ in relative achievement as measured by grade point 
averages, have significantl;y diff"er1:3nt, attitudes, ideal-attitudes, 
and discrepancy scores bet-ween attitudes and ideal-attitudes as 
me a sured by a (1-sort? 
An additional purpose of the study 1:as to empirically develop 
the Q-sort instrument with which to measure inter-individual dif-
ferences in attitudes among college students. 
Specific Hypotheses 'I'ested 
1rJ11ilG it would have been possible to develop specific hypotheses 
1':l.bout the relationships of ccttitudez and achievement among the various 
groups, this procedure 1;1as not followed since it would have been 
primarlly a test of the intuitive skill of the experimenter. Moreover, 
the number of hypotheses necessary to cover all of the potentialities 
\,P:>uld have been impractical and needlessly burdensome. In any event 
111'.hile not bound by t.he i"eCF,lil:ement of o. vigorous validation study, 
it Gecnw Emtirely within bounds to interpret significant differences 
discovered by the pr0se.nt rn.ethod a.1.3 a prelimina.ry validation of some 
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of' the existing relationships between attitudes and achievement behavior. 
The scope of the present stud;r is, therefore, defined by the 
following hypothesis: There be significant differences in the 
area and valence scores for attitudes, ideal-attitudes, and discrep-
ancies between attitudes and ideal-attitudes among the groups which 
compose the study. The four groups were (1) male, better-achievers, 
(2) ma.le, poorer-achievers, (3) female, better-achievers, and (4) fe-
male, poorer-achievers. 
The specific hypotheses tested stated as null hypotheses were as 
follows: 
{1) Attitudes toward self, teachers and education are the same 
for the four groups. 
(2) Ideal-attitudes toward self, teachers, and education are the 
Sffine for the four groups. 
(3) Discrepancies bet"i,reen attitudes and ideal-attitudes toward 
self, teachers and education are the same for the fou:r groups. 
(4) Positive, neutral, ambivalent, and negative attitudes of the 
four groups are the same. 
(5) Positive, neutral, c)..mbivalent, c1,nd negative ideal-attitudes 
of the four groups are the same. 
(6) Discrepancies between attitudes and ideal-attitudes of 
positive, neutral, am.bivalent and negative valences of the four groups 
are the sarne. 
Conceptual Framework 
Gordon W. Allport (2) has defined an attitude as a. neuropsychic 
state of readiness £or mental and physical activity. According to 
Sargent (57), 
An attitude is more than a state of. mind. It is a tendency to act. 
A person's attitudes determine in large measure how he will behave. 
Some social psychologists go so far as to define social psychology as 
the scientific study of attit.udes. (57, p. 282) 
Because definitions of atti-t~udes are overlapping in some cases, 
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contradictory in others, and finally, almost countless in number, with-
out further discm,sioh the foregoing point of view is advanced as 
representative of the present position. An attitude or cognitive 
structure is defined as a learned, persisting, predisposition of the 
organism which tends to decrease the variability of behavior. It is 
additionally hypothesized that these structures vary from individual 
to individual and are ultimately related to behavior, in this case 
academic achievement. Attitudes are herein structured in terms of 
areas and valences. Each of these is taken into account on three 
levels, that of self, ideal-self, and discrepancy measures. However., 
beyond this point of theoretical structuring, the definition of 
attitudes is empirical in nature. That is, items in the Q-sor-t were 
selected not because they theoretically should 1neasure attitudes, but 
because they have been demonstrated to discriminate among actual 
college students in Q-sort behavior. The method is comparable to 
that utilized in the measurement or intelligence where it is un-
certain just what it is that is being measured, but where empirically 
selected items do discriminate and where individual differences in 
response to these items are subsequently related to behavioral criteria. 
In like manner no at tempt \·d.11 be made to rigidly define the ultimate 
nature of attitudes. Items which discriminate a'!long students have 
been selected and our concern is 'With the hypothesized relationship 
between these variables and the criteria of academic achievement. The 
following operational definitions have thus been specified: 
(1) Attitude - '11t1e way the subject actually sees himself in terms 
of a Q-sort. 
(2) Ideal-Attitude - The way the subject would like to see himself 
5 
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in terms of a Q-sort. 
(3) Self-Ideal Discrepancy - The difference between the individual's 
attitudes and ideal-attitudes. 
(ld Better Achievers - The 20 males and 20 females earning the high-
est. grade point av·erages among the original 100 subjects. 
( 5) Poorer Achievers - 'I'he 20 males and 20 females earning the low-
est grade point averagE,s amon[~ the original 100 subjects. 
The role of congruence has received considerable attention in 
a.chievement research, a,nd its conception needs additional clarification. 
Rogers·(52) has suggested that tbe neurotic or poorly integrated person 
can be represented by t.wo circles which are only slightly congruent; 
after successful therapy in the case of such a. person, the two are 
assumed to have a greater degree o.f congruence. I:n diagram. form these 
ideas are presented in figure 1. 
Self-Structure Experience 
Fit£,ure 1. Schematic presentation of from left t,::, right, a poorly 
integrated, moderately integrated, and highly integrated 
individual as conceived by Rogers in terms of self, experi-
ence congruence. 
Rogers goes on to point out that the highly congruent individual 
represents the end point of healthy personality development. In this 
state a basic congruence between the phenomenal field of experience 
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and the concept ual structure of the self has been achieved, a condition 
representing freedom from internal strain and anxiety as well as freedom 
from potential strain. 
Behaviorally, however, congruence may well be accompanied by numer-
ous com lica.tions and diverse expressions depending on other aspects 
of the personality. What might be optimum congruence for one situation, 
mlght be minimum congruence for another . Moreover, l ack of coneruence 
itself rn.lght in one instance lead t o high achievement in a kind of 
compensation effort and in another to low achievement due to a with-
drawal reaction . 
Thus congruence in and of itself alone is held to be insufficient 
for the prediction of behavior such as college achievement . A point 
of view which retains its virtues as a measure of personality inte-
gration but additionally attempts to eet the aforementioned dif-
ficulties is presented by analogy. 
Malmo (36) has expressed dissatisfaction with current measures 
of motivation in terms of antecedents, holding that t hey are usually 
r,ross oversimplif ications of complex motivational states , He , there-
fore, has recommended a fresh approach to the problem, utili1,ing pat-
terns of concurrent physiological correlates . 
In much the same manner many attacks upon the achievement problem 
have been based upon the assumption of the unitary character of vari-
ables . That is, a single di mension is visualized or postulated along 
which persons may be ordered . The alternative point of view, similar 
to Malmo ' s position, holds that single variables are ore fruitfully 
conceptualized as configurations or patterns of a pluralistic nature. 
Thus in the present study, while congruence i s one of the variables 
tested for relationship to academic achievement , both attitudes and 
ideal- attitudes are likewise included. Furthermore, each of these 
levels is treated as non-unitary and as consisting of patterns of 
areas and valences . Where Malmo hopes to find patterns of physiolog-
ical correl tes which t aken together represent motivational differ-
ences, the present study aims at t he discovery of patterns of atti-
tudes, ideal- attitudes, and discrepancies which are important for 
college achievement . 
Rogers ' s (52) general theory of huinan behavior embraces three 
aspects: perception, behavior, and consequences . Stated in the 
si plest terms and related to present interests, consequences such 
as academic achievement are a function of behavior which in turn is 
a function of perception. The present study is an attempt to quantify 
the cognitive structures which are felt to underlie perceptive 
phenomen and to ascertain their relationship with achievement be-
havior. 
Plan of the Study 
The design of the study was based upon the method of di fference. 
The independent variables were sex and academic achievement which 
were differentially present in each group . The dependent variables 
were the Q- sort scores . The Q-sort method itself was based upon 
an adoptation of the rank ordering met hod . Controls were instituted 
for ability factors. The resentation which follows begins with 
a review of the related literature in Chapter II . Chapter III con-
sists of a description of the procedure of the study. Chapter IV 
deals with the treatment of the data and t he analysis of the results . 
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Finally', Chapter V presents the summary of the study and the conclusions 
that were reached. 
Summary 
The gap between academic grades and present predictors of college 
success has been reviewed. An approach involving the quantification 
of patterns of attitudes, ideal-attitudes, and congruence measures 
I, 
has been outlined as a potentially fruitful means of attack on this 
problem. The present study has been described as a preliminary attempt 
to designate some of these attitudinal variables and to assess their 
relationship with achievement. 
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CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Implicit in the statement of the basic problem of the study are 
the assumptions that, (1) cognitive structures do exist, (2) grade 
point averages are a measure of college achievement, and (3) there 
is a more or less invariant relationship between these .variables. 
The clarificat ion and defense of these assumptions provides the 
framework in which the related literature will be discussed. 
Cognitive Structures 
The cognitive structure is one method of approa~h to the problem 
of how man gains information and understanding of his environment, and 
how this experience comes to affect subsequent behavior. There appears 
to be a consistency to behavior which cannot always be explained in terms 
of the environmental stimulus elements. Cognitive structures are there-
fore postulated as"· •• reported or inf erred perceptual organizations, 
as mediators between stimulus patterns and behavior." (58, p. 91) ith-
in this frame of reference, cognition i s a part of behavioral organi-
zation and plays a basic role in the S-R unit. Broadly speaking this 
is the position of holistic and molar theorists such as Stern (68), 
Allport (2), Goldstein (23), Rogers (52), Tolman (72), Snygg and 
Combs (63), Lewin (34), Kretch and Crutchfield (.31), and the Gestalt 
10 
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psychologists. 
The etiology or these constructs is not the concern of the present 
paper . Only further research can discover their genetic history. The 
purpose is solely to quantify these structures as they are currently 
demonstrated by individuals . 
· The literature on cognitive concepts is almost limitless, involving 
a variety of approaches, methods, and a confusing difference in term-
inology. Thus according to Bieri (7), 
Theories of behavior that use perceptual or cognitive constructs 
have found it necessary to postulate some organizing or schematizing 
process which is held responsible for the active interpretation and 
representation of external events to the organism. (7, p. 112) 
To illustrate he lists: Freud ' s ego , Lewin ' s functional firmness 
of boundaries between the individual and his environment , Tolman ' s 
cognitive map, Bartlett ' s concept of schema which refers to the organi-
zation of .previous experience which effects the individual ' s behavior 
in a current situation, Piaget ' s aspects of assimilation and differ-
entiation of the environment, and Kelly ' s personal construct system. 
Many additional conceptualizations have elsewhere been described, and 
as a result t his area, while rich in promise , is likewise full of 
confuaion. 
Theoretical just ification for the cognitive approach can be found 
in the conclusions of diverse t heorists on scientific method. Stevens 
(69) , for example, holds that entalistic concepts such as percepts, 
images, and ideas can be operationally defined . Boring (9) adds that 
verbal reports are legitimate when subjects discriminate between 
stimuli . Consistent with these views, cognitive attitudes are herein 
adopted as intervening variables which mediate between the stimulus 
situation of the college environment and the behavioral response of 
achievement t herein. Riggs (50) clarifies the process assumed to be 
involved as follows : 
We conceive of an individual's dominant tendency as operating to 
facilitate figure-ground organization so that valued meanings stand 
out while others drop back and, in effect, are rejected •••• a 
person's dominant tendency gives consistency to all his evaluations. 
In this sense ordinary interests, lar ge-scale values, attitudes , senti-
ments , preferences, and minor hedonic choices are related parts of the 
same psychological process, namely, evaluative organization of the per-
ceived environment. (50, p. 437) 
Going a step further, Bieri(?) states that, 
• perception is an active process involving a transformation of 
sensory data into a conceptual scheme consistent with t he previous 
learning and experience of t he individual - and - •••• an under-
standing of t hese structural differences is of value in predicting 
the behavior of the individual. (7, p. 112) 
Jones, et al. (29) add: 
It is as if each participant must come t o an initial decision jj;.o 
matter how tentative or erroneou!iJ regarding the nature of the social 
situation in which he is involved. Out of this decision evolves a 
set to attend to, and to employ in certain ways, the information pro-
vided by the other person. (29, p. 155) 
Kelly (JO) holds that each individual develops his own personal 
repertoire of constructs by means of which he structures his world and 
tries to anticipate events. These constructs may be thought of as 
elements of a system by means of which t he individual codifies his 
experience. Thus knowledge of t he content and structure of constructs 
is basic for understanding both perception and behavior. 
The importance of such sets as they vary from individual to in-
dividual for academic behavior and achievement would appear to be 
crucial. Through quantification of these system~meaningful predic-
tions about behavior should be augmented. 
In over- all sympathy with these views, but utilizing self term-
inology, Rogers (52) swrunarizes his position as follows: 
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As experiences occur in t he life of the individual, they are either 
(a) symbolized, perceived, and or ganized into some relationship to the 
self, (b) ignored because ther e is no perceived relationshi p to the 
self structure, (c) denied symbolization or gi ven a distorted sym-
bolization because the experience is inconsi st ent with the structure 
of the self . (52, p. 503) The organism reacts to the field as it 
is experienced and percei ved. This perceptual field is, for the 
individual, ' reality'. (52, p. 484) 
In the present conceptualization,both the self and the ideal-self 
are treated s attitudes within a framework similar to Rogers . Justi-
fication for this assumption is found in Manis 1s (37) statement t hat , 
••• (1) the self concept may be defined, in common-sense fashion, as 
the organized collection of atti t udes, opinions , and beliefs an in-
dividual holds about himself, and (2) that, it is at least initially 
justified to assume that the self concept is not essenti lly different 
from any other set of attitudes, opinions, or beliefs collected by an 
individual about any given object or topic . (37, p. 362) 
Thus the self concept is conceived as equivalent in funct ion to 
other cognitive structures like those discussed in the preceding para-
graphs . The ideal- self is considered as a composite of traits which 
we accept in ourselves and which we esteem hi ghly in others . 
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Another matt er of concern involves the stability of these structures 
over time. Bieri (7) expresses confidence in the enduring quality of 
cognitive structures as follows: 
•••• i t is assumed that relatively consistent, enduring modes of cog-
nitive schematizat ion will characterize the i ndividual ' s behavior across 
situations . Genetically, we assume that as the individual's cognitive 
system develops in one realJn of experience, it wlll tend to generalize 
to some extent to new realms of experience subsequently encountered by 
the i ndividual. (7, p . 112) ••• the manner in which an individual 
structures and cognizes one realm of events bears some relationship to 
how he str uctures another realm of events . (7, p. 116) 
Moreover, the following experimental evidence indicates that sta-
bility char acterizes these str uctures. Engel (19) has demonstrated t he 
relative stability of the self concept over two years in adolescence, 
finding an over-all item-by-item correlation of . 53 between Q- sorts 
obtained in 1954 and 1956, with an instrument of which t he ten day 
test- retest reliability was .68. Smit h (62) found knowledge of a 
per son' s pre- existing at titudes appeared to be a better predictor of 
his responses t o a heterogeneous , i ntercultural experience than was 
informat ion about the intercultural experience i tself. Gollin (24) 
reports findings supporting the hypothesis of generality of cognitive 
style , indicating an apparent relationship between organizing t endan-
cies and behavior. Messick (43) found that apparently individuals 
did perceive attitudes in terms of definite struct ure , and when called 
upon to make judgments concerning attitude relationships, responded in 
terms of the dimensional frame of reference . Lecky {33) and Sarbi n 
(56) have likewise defended the principle of constancy of cognitive 
st ructures . 
It would appear then that the evidence for cognitive str uctures 
as enduring, mediating factors in behavior, is sufficient to justify 
their further empirical study. Intervening variables postulated for 
this purpose in the present study are areas and valences of the self, 
the ideal- self, and discrepancies between these levels . 
Grade-Point Averages as a Measure of Achievement 
Since letter grades after the first semester of college are the 
criteria in this study for determining "poorer" and 11bet ter" achieve-
ment , the rel i ability of these measures is germane. 
Bendig (6) has investigated the reliability of letter grades 
as college achievement ratings, and concluded from his data that the 
usual evaluation system results in grades with a moderate degree of 
reliability. His calculated correlation was . 80. However, Clark (13) 
discovered a Pearsonian correlation of usually somewhat less than . 80 
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between first and second term grades . Thus, while grades as measures 
of college achievement are somewhat less than perfect , they do possess 
reasonable degree of reliability and appear to be the best measure 
available . French (20) presents a cogent argument for the use of 
freshman as opposed to upperclass grades as the criteria for college 
achievement . He states that: 
•• • while students take a considerable variety of courses in the 
freshman year, their freshman programs are much more alike than their 
upperclass progra~s . For t his reason •average freshman grades' may 
be not only more quickly available but also more meaningful than 
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?verage grades received when the students are working in different 
subject matter areas having different degrees of difficulty. (20, p. 67) 
Moreover, a study by Brush (10) demonstrated tha~, in general, 
four year cumulative average validities do not differ consistently 
from freshman validities . From this viewpoint,the situation at East 
Texas State College is particularly desirable in that all freshman 
students enroll in a program of general education which ensures par-
t icipation in a highly similar academic program for the period in 
which grades are to evaluate achievement. 
The Relationship Bet ween Cognitive Structures and Achievement 
The search for factors related to achievement in college has con-
stituted one of the larger areas of educational research . Most fre-
quently these studies have utilized techniques of correlation and the 
usual area of concentration has been that of intelligence or aptitude . 
Ll..near relationships existing between various indices of scholastic 
aptitudes or capacities and college success have been computed . Segal 
(60) , Durflinger (18) , Travers (73), and Harris (26) have edited 
summaries of the results of some of t he research studies in this area . 
In general the correlations discovered tend to be low, with the ma-
jority of findings showing correlations of between .30 and . 50. These 
studies indicate that, although rank in high school class, achieve-
ment test, and scholastic ability tests, in that order, are the best 
single predictors of college success, higher predicability can be ob-
tained when these measures are used together or in combination. Using 
multiple correlations, Segal and Durflinger report correlations having 
values between .70 and .75. Multiple correlations of from . 60 to .70 
are reported by Travers and Harris . herefore , even when using com-
binations,. correlations of ability and achievement are far from per-
feet. 
In view of these facts additional approaches to t hose concerned 
with intellectual characteristics seem warranted . Of particular 
interest in the present connotation is Travers 1s (73) conclusion 
that the advantage of high school grades for prediction resides in the 
fact that they represent a greater work sample and involve personality 
variables essential to academic achievement . He adds immediately, 
however, that these variables presently are largely unknown. 
Attesting to the difficulties inherent in the identification of 
these factors Rust and Ryan {55) assert that: 
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Orientation in this field L;on-intellectual factor!}/ is particularly 
difficult because the literature presents a vast multiplicity of experi-
mental variables, deals with all academic levels, and is characterized 
by a wide variation in the adequacy of experimental design. (55, p. 442) 
Reviews of the literature dealing with relationships between 
academic achievement and factors designated as non-intellectual have 
been made by Harris (25), Stagner (64) , and Travers (73). In general 
their conclusions parallel those of Rust and Ryan. Stagner states 
that, "Linear correlations of intelligence, achievement and person-
ality measures are low and are probably so as a result of the inherent 
nature of the relationship. n (64, p. 655) 
If t rue, this seems tantamount to admission that at tempts to solve 
this problem. are doomed from the outset . However, the question arises 
as to whether such pessimism is entirely justified. The difficulties 
of establishing linear relationships may reflect the non-existence of 
such relationships or merely the inability to measure them accurately 
with current instruments and techniques . Stagner, despite the above 
conclusion, admits that personality factors do have marked influence 
on the correlation of aptitude and achievement . 
Sarbin ' s (56) statement illustrates the degree to which person-
ality and cognitive structures are interwoven with complex behavior 
such as academic achievement . 
Included in the college student ' s role expectations are certain actions 
such as going to classes, listening to lectures , writing exams, organ-
izing abstract material , using the library, etc. , and certain qualities 
such as friendly, cooperative , good-natured , etc. • • If the actions 
and qualities which comprise this role are congruent with the self 
concept of a particular person, then there is a high probability that 
he will perform according to the role expectations of the professors 
and other members of the college community. (56 , p. 250) 
Wylie (76) states that , "Behavior is a function of the self-
concept rather than being predictable simply from an observer ' s 
knowledge of so called objective reality. 11 (76, p. 600) Bartlett ' s 
(4) classic studies of memory, moreover , showed that the indi-
vidual ' s attitudes and expectations have a pronounced influence on 
the memory process. In colleges and universities today, memory surely 
may be taken to play a direct role in the achievement of individuals . 
In consideration of the strength and vigor of the many viewpoints 
pointing to some regularity of relationship between personality and 
motivation, attention must be directed to the interpretation advanced 
earlier that difficulties in this area may reflect merely the lack of 
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sophistication in measurement techniques . While the literature on 
methods of personality assessment is far too voluminous to be compre-
hensively reviewed, a brief swnmary will highlight some of the most 
important theoretical positions. 
Davids (17) reports the following classification of current 
methods of assessment: (1) Direct methods - methods in which the sub-
ject is asked consciously to report about some feature of his person-
ality. (2) Indirect methods - procedures that assess personality 
without the individual ' s conscious awareness of what he is revealing 
in his responses . (3) Projective methods - assessment procedures 
which require the subject to impose structure or completion upon some 
form of ambiguous or incomplete stimuli . 
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To assess the nature of t he differences of these methods Davids 
measured neuroticism by all three and found his informat ion from each 
source to be approximately the same . He concluded, "that the varied 
avenues of approach to personality assessment do , indeed, lead in the 
same direction, and regardless of method employed, the end product is 
likely to be similar. " (17, p. 429) On the other hand Cattell (11) 
argues that deliberate self-evaluat ion sh uld be avoided even if the 
answers are not treated at face value because severe distortion is 
probable. In his words these are II otivation-situation-allergicn 
responses . Since this controversy is likely to rage among psychologists 
for some time, in lieu of sufficient evidence for settling the issue, it 
will me:rely be pointed out tat the present Q.- sort method embodies as-
pects of each of the t hree methods listed above . 
In any event it seems logical to conclude that the sophistica-
tion of techni ques for personality assessment has not progressed to 
the point where it can safely be interpreted t hat the failure to find 
st able correlations bet ween personality and achievement suf f iciently 
evidences their non-existence . 
Thompson (71) for one is of t he opinion that the . easurement 
of personality factors is of "paramount importance to present-day 
education whether in its guidance, groupi ng, or admissiona programs . 11 
(71, p. 398) Garrett (22) concurs in that , 
The data reveals that many colleges are basing t heir entrance 
requirements on factors which do not have adequate val ue in predict-
ing success in college, and ther efore, deny entrance to many students 
who should be admitt ed . (22, p. 130) 
He furt her points out that while it i s wasteful to have t he un-
fit in college, it is l i kewise wasteful to keep the fit out of college . 
Ostrum (49), while conceding that instruments that measure abilities 
and aptitudes with a f air degree of accuracy have been developed, 
still holds the opinion that their use f or predictions in learning 
situations has not proven so successful as had been hoped. Ability 
alone does not appear to constitute the entire answer to the problem. 
"Since the best validi ties reported • do not approach the limit 
made possible by the ascertained reliabilities, t he theoretical best 
possible prediction of ollege grades is stil l far away. " (20 , p. 87) 
Thus the need for r esearch utilizing new instruments, as well as 
novel adoptations of those currently in use, appears to have been 
clearly demonst rated. 
Current Research in Personal i ty Variables and Achievement 
The group form of the Rorschach has been one of the inst ruments 
used i n research into the personalit y- achievement area . Perhaps the 
most outstandingly successful attempt, as well as one of t he most con-
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troversial, was that of Munroe (47) who reported relating a number 
of Rorschach variables to subsequent success in college. Margulies (38) 
likewise concluded that the Rorschach could prove useful for predi cting 
success and failure in school . Thompson (71) concur~, finding that 
the group Rorschach can be used in the prediction of academic success 
above and beyond the prediction possible from a standardized intelli-
gence te t. His reported c rrelations were . 38 bet ween test variables 
and first semester grades in psyc ology. iontaldo (45) a.lso reports 
positive results. Beckham (5) in a study of high school students 
found that honor students possessed emot ional maturity 11far in excess" 
of a failure group and concluded that t his is an i mportant factor in 
high school success . 
In direct contrast to these positive results i s CronbG'ch ' s (15) 
finding that the claims made for objective treatment of the group 
Rorschach were not substantiated by his data . A. direct repetition 
of Munroe ' s study, for example, found no si gnificant correlations, 
suggesting that these findings were atypical and perhaps unique to 
Sarah L wrence College . Similarly, McCandless (40) found th t 
analysis of the conventional Rorschach categories failed to demon-
strate any statistically important differences between groups of 
officier candidates who differed widely in academic achievement. 
The position Rust and Ryan (55) have taken towards these contro-
versial findings outlines the difficulties inherent in the use of an 
instrument designed for one purpose and subsequently employed for an-
other . They say: 
It seems reasonable to assume that academic behavior is not in-
dependent of personal ad ust~ent. Yet it does not see~ reasonable to 
assume that such adjustment will have a uniform effect upon academic 
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proficiency. Efficiency in and motivation for study ay be increased 
or decreased depending upon the nature and degree of the problems in-
volved . For the most part a quantitative scorin of Rorschach variables 
cannot be designed to measure adjustment and then be expected to predict 
academic behavior as a by-product. (55, p . 452) 
Other attempts, aside from those iuvolving the group orschach , 
have been made to solve t he achievement prediction problem. Alts (3) 
adapted the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory for this purpose . Holding 
intelligence constant, he attempted to find significant relationships 
between the way college students responded to adjustment items and 
the type of grade average which they earned. His conclusion was that 
adjustment items can be found which are associated with academic 
achievement and which have no relationship with intelligence as cur-
rently measured . 
In still another effort Ostr om (49), utilizing the occupational 
level key of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, found a significant 
relationship between honor point ratio and both academic aptitude and 
occupational level. He, therefore, feels that occupational level is a 
valid motivational measure and has a place in a predictive battery. 
On the other hand in a separate study (48), this same investigator 
found no relationship between this measure and high school academic 
grade average . 
~iithin much the same procedural fra~ework several attempts have 
been made to relate Q-sort results to academic achievement with most 
of the attempts accompanied by some degree of success . Many, however, 
were limited in scope and concerned with discrepancy or with self re-
garding attitudes alone as unitary measures . The study ost closely 
related to the present work is that conducted by Robinowitz (51) 
wherein the Q.-sort measurement of attitudes was utilized in the attempt 
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to differentiate among different groups of high school achievers. 
Significant differences in differential use of area and valence state-
ments were found bet ween experimental and control subjects, thereby 
encouraging belief in the ability of the Q-sort procedure to sensitively 
measure qualities of the cognitive structure related to achievement. 
Also using a Q-sort, Turner., et al. (74) discovered an "emergent., com-
posite picture of the college student high in self-ideal congruence 
Las contrasted with the student 10w in se1f-idea1 congruencfi! is that 
of one who ••• has a higher scholastic average ••• " (74., p. 205) 
Using other measures of the self-ideal-self discrepancy., Martire 
(39) likewise succeeded in establishing a relationship between a "kind" 
of motivat ional pattern and a "kind" of self discrepancy. Rust and 
Ryan (55) found achievement to be positively related to super- ego 
status as defined in their study. Teahan (70) found that high 
achievers were predominantly future oriented. 
Taken in total, the eviden e from these studies, while conflicting 
in nature, supports the conclusi~n that relationships between person-
ality variables and achievement do exist and that further experi-
mentation along these lines is justifiable. In view of the many com-
plications, instant and complete success in this area can hardly be 
hoped for, but the critical need for this information appears to justi-
fy a spirit of tenacity in the face of high failure probability. 
In conclusion, the concept of discrepancy which has received so 
much theoretical and experimental consideration merits further 
attention. Shoben (61) summarizes the issues involved as follows : 
••••• man ' s ability to assume an attitude toward the ' merely possible ' 
suggests that the normal person has ideals and standards that he tries 
to live up to even though they often exceed his grasp. For an inte-
grative adjustment does not consist in the attainment of perfection 
but in a striving to act in accordance with the best principles of 
conduct that one can conceive. Operationally, this notion implies that 
there is an optimum discrepancy between one's self concept_and one ' s 
ego ideal. Those for whom this discrepancy is too large Lin favor, of 
course, of the idea.!7 are likely to condemn themselves to the frustra-
tion of never approximating their goals and to an almost perpetually 
low self-esteem. Those whose discrepancies are too low, on the other 
hand, are probably less than integratively adjusted either because they 
are failing to fulfill their human capacity to envision themselves as 
they could be or because they are self-deceptively over-estimating 
themselves. (61, p . 188) 
The findings concerning the relationship of discrepanciJ scores to 
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behavior such as college achievement are controversial, however. Martire 
(39) hypothesized that subjects who showed high generalized achieve-
ment motivation would show greater discrepancies between the self and the 
ideal-self. In general his hypothesis was confirmed. Conversely, in 
experiments with performance and &tress ller (44) discovered need-
achievement to be practically independent of the self-ideal discrepancy. 
McKenna, et al. (42) are also inclined to doubt the simple assumption 
that high degrees of self-ideal congruence indicate correspondingly 
high degrees of self-_acceptance and adjustment. This interpretation 
may be a gross oversimplification. In verification of their position 
the foregoing authors found that the self concept was a better pre-
di~tor than the ideal of the friend ' s perceived characteristics 
when self- ideal congruence was high with the opposite holding when 
it was low. Thus conflicts of inconsistencies within the ideal-self 
must be considered as well as those of self and/or discrepancies. 
Along the same line Mowrer (46) has proposed the tentative suggestion 
that therapy results in a change in t he present self or ego as opposed 
t o change in the ideal-self or super-ego. Rogers (53) has reached 
a similar conclusion. It is possible in t he light of these considera-
tions that correlations between ideal attitudes and achievement be-
havior might be mor e st able t han those of either attitudes or discrepancy 
factors. The simultaneous study of all these factors t ogether has not 
yet been undertaken t o t he knowledge of t he writer. Single levels of 
the personality may be only part of the story and the present study 
seeks to broaden the scope of t his approach. 
Sex Differences in Cognitive Structures 
The present position distinguishes between the sexes in its ex-
perimental design. Supporting the hypothesis of sex differences in 
cognitive structures is McKee's (41) statement that: 
•••• the content of the self-conceptions of men and women will very 
likely reflect the differences in the esteem with which the t wo sexes 
are regarded. And further, t he sex difference in discrepancy between 
what one believes one is and what one would like to be will also re-
flect this differential esteem. (41, p. 371) 
Experimentally there is evidence with which to support this position. 
Margulies (38) found t hat successful girls showed even more marked 
differences from unsuccessful girls than did two groups of boys on 
Rorschach responses. Helper (27) found that for boys good adjust-
ment is associated with the modeling of the self concept after the 
father, but the same is not true for girls modeling the mother. This 
points to possible differential sex dynamics in the functioning of 
these structures . Abelson (1), using high school grades as a pre-
dieter, found a significant sex difference at four of seven colleges 
and a highly significant over- all difference in favor of great er 
homogeneity of girl ' s college grades. Thus a sex difference for 
both of the variables in t he present st udy, cognitive structures as 
well as achievement measures , must be taken i nt o consideration. 
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Summary 
In the foregoing chapter discussion has been centered upon selected 
examples from the literature on cognitive structures, achievement and 
other factors germane to the present undertaking. The position that 
cognitive structures do exist , are related to achievement, and can be 
measured , has been defended as one potentially fruitful approach to 
the problem of academic prediction. 
CHAP''fEH I II 
I,NSTIW[vfSN1'8, .sUB,Jf;:C'l'S, AND PROC!tDURE: 
Introduction 
In this section a general description of (,l;-sort technique is pre-
sented, followed by an account of the procedure by which the present 
form of this instru.i11ent was developed. The School and College Ability 
'fest is then described. Finally, the subjects and the procedures of 
the study are set forth. 
Q-Sort Technique 
In a Cl-sort the subject is given a series of statements, in this 
instance sixty, and asked to sort them along a continuum from 11most 
like 11 to 11least like 11 nccording to a particular frame of reference. 
Distributions and value assignments used are presented in Figure 2. 
Statements are placed in frequencies from three through five, seven, 
nine, and twelve and hence to three at the opposite end of the dis-
tribution. The Q:-va.lues assigned to these placements range frorn one 
in "least like men to nine in amost like me". 
IVfost I.ike Least Like 
Discrimination : _:_:_:_:_:_:_: __ :_ 11Placing11 
Frequencies 3 5 7 9 12 9 7 5 3 "1'ied lianksn 
Q-'ifalues 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 110rdered Hetric 11 
Figure 2. Distributions and value assignments used in the Q-sort. 
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Q-technique or the procedure for the correlation of persons, in-
stead of tests, was developed by William Stephenson. Cronbach (14) 
has described the method as follows: 
In the -sort, we have a variant of the forced-choice procedure 
which has so many psychometic advantages . For one t hing, this met hod 
or interrogation i s much more penetrati ~ than the common questionnaire 
where t he person can say 1Yes 1 to all the favorable symptoms and 1No 1 
to all unfavorable ones. The method is free from those idiosyncracies 
of response which cause some per ons to respond ' Cannot say ' twice as 
often as others, and so make t heir scores noncomparable . The forced 
choice requires every person to put hi mself on t he measuring scale in 
much the same manner . Since more st tements are placed in the middle 
piles , the subject i s freed from many difficult and rather unimportant 
discriminations he-would have to make if he were forced to rank every 
statement. (14, p. 378) 
Additional advant ages of t he method have been enumerated by the 
same writer. 
First, the Q-sort •••• ~ provides a flexible method for obtaining a 
qualitative description Lor self-descripti on? of the individual in a 
form for rigorous manipulation •••• Second, the Q- sort permits 
comparison of many different personas which coexist as features of the 
same individual •••• Third, correlation bet ween per sons provides a 
basis for studying the ho~oger.eity of groups •••• The fourth present 
use •••• is to study ctangss, especially in therapy. (14, p. 377) 
Moreover , since attitudes may be said to possess both ego and 
super-ego components, through self and ideal-self sorts, the technique 
offers a means f or assessing both, as well as the relationship or con-
gruence between them. Rating all items insures that any given item 
will be evaluated within the context of all other items. Stephenson 
(66) adds that in this method a population of traits i s selected; 
these are put in an order of representativeness for the individual, 
those most characteristic of him being given high scores , and those 
least characteristic are s cored low. 
Thereby according to Mowrer (46) , the Q-sort leads to the identi-
fication of personality types, whereas the correlation of tests leads to 
the isolation of personality traits or factors . Broadly speaking the 
present research is seeking to identify the "type" of person who is a 
better achiever as opposed to the poorer achiever . 
For the ctual selection of items Cronbach (14) has provided the 
follo'W'ing criteria: 
First statements, while logically bearing on the same domain, should 
represent a large number of continua. Correlat ing persons seems to 
have no advantage if we present items which all fall into one scale 
dealing, say, with age or weight. Second, statements being compared 
should have about the same average degree of desirability, over the 
entire population. If statements range from black to white , the 
sorts of different persons will be about the sa~e, and the method 
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becomes insensitive. Third , each statement should have substantial 
variance, in that different persons put it in different piles . (14, p. 380) 
Mowrer (46) adds that: 
By thus composing a S sort of what Kluckhohn and wrer have calle;d 'pan-
. human ' characteristics /;:nct using a dichotomous distribution7', one could 
insure the finding that different persons correlate highly, i.e., are 
quite homogeneou~. If, on the other hand, one selected highly ' idio-
syncratic' characteristics , such as place and date of birth, address 
of present residence , and full name of spouse as items , one could in-
sure the finding that the correlation between persons is very low, 
i.e., that persons are very hetrogeneous. Or, by selecting character-
istics, such as society-bound characteristics or role-bound character-
istics which fall in between in the matt er of universality, one could 
ensure results which would group, or ' factor ', individuals into societies 
or into special roles /;uch as professions, religions, political parties, 
etc;:J (46, p. 359) . 
And finally, Cronbach (16) issues the following warning: 
It is evident that any estimate of the similarity of particular 
profiles must be evaluated relative to the similarity of people in 
general on the measures in question. A high index of similarity be-
tween two persons might indicate that they are unusually alike, or 
might indicate that they possess in common only the characteristics 
most humans have. (16 , p. 458) 
The present Q~sort instrument was composed to be consistent with 
these ideas . With Stephenson's (65) presentation used as the model , 
three areas , four valences, and three levels were used . The levels 
were achieved by obtaining a self sort, an ideal-self sort, and com-
puting discrepancies between these measures. The three areas were 
(1) self, (2) other (specifically teachers), and (3) intellectual or 
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institut ional. These were selected to be consistent with certain educa-
tional aims described in Behavioral Goals .2f General ucation in High 
School (21). It was the consensus among this group of educators that 
there are three directions behavioral growth must take if students are 
to competently carry on the common activities of life in a manner 
satisfactory to themselves and acceptable to society: (1) growth to-
ward self realiz tion, (2) growth t oward desirable interpersonal re-
lations in small (face to face) groups, and (3) growth toward effec-
tive membership or leadership in large organizations. Each of these 
i s given some degree of representation in one of the three areas into 
which the Q- sort is divided. Each is held to bear relationship to 
academic achievement . The 11selfn area includes those ideas most 
intimately associated with the self as both object and instrwnent. 
Traits such as sophistication, optimism, superiority, moodiness, and 
freedom of expressing emotion make up the individual items . The "other" 
area involves attitudes concerning teaching and teachers . Liking 
teaching, success of teachers in other fields, and adequacy of teachers 
as models are samples of the items used. The 11idea" area is best de-
fined negatively in that it is composed of items that are not so in-
timately associated with self or interpersonal relations as are the 
first and second areas respectively. Sample items refer to ideas 
versus subject matter in education, liking for early morning classes, 
grade objectives, academic standards , and the tendency to live for the 
present. 
\lfuile a degree of overlap exists between areas, it is assumed 
that individuals possess characteristic differences in the way they 
see themselves and/or prefer to describe themselves . That is, where 
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one person prefers self-referent sta.tements, another may prefer other-
:referent ones, and still another, idea-referent types. 'rhe degree of 
distinctiveness of areas, as constituted, is felt to be sufficient 
for these tendencies to find expression in sorting behavior. 
The valences are positive, neutral, ambivalent, and negative. A 
positive statement tends to enhance the value of any concept included 
in the instrument, while a negative form of the same statement tends to 
diminish its value. The ambivalent statement at one and the same time 
both enhances and diminial~s the value, and neutrality is expressed in 
either a neither-nor .form or as a statement of moderation. 
The structure of the Q-sort, summarizing how items were combined 
into areas and valences, is presented in Figure J. 
Positive .Neutral Ambivalent .Negative 
1 Items 
2 included 
Self Area 3 in 
4 ea.ch 
5 block 
Other Area 
Idea Area 
Figure 3. Schematic presentation of the internal structure of the Q-sort. 
Valences were included in that they are more or less inherent in the 
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dimensions and patterns of complex attitudes. It appears that humans 
may like a particular t hing, may dislike it , may both like and dislike 
at the same time, or may be indifferent to it altogether, and that the 
arrangement of these values varies from item to item. Placement of 
four valence expressions of an item along a continuum of "most like" to 
"least like" represents a more subtle measurement then may be obtained 
by rating a single item stated in one valence form. 
Scores assigned to subjects upon which group comparisons are to be 
based are thus a composite of the value placements of five separate items. 
A self-positive score, for example, represents the pooled ~alue of five 
self-positive statements. Such cluster scoring has been highly recom-
mended by Stephenson (65), and Cronbach {16) has summarized its advan-
tages, 
In the same manner that cluster scoring reduces the weight given to 
specifics, it also reduces the weight given to differences between 
persons arising from error of measurement. Hence cluster scores, and 
similarity measures based on them, will be more reliable than scores 
based on the items. (16, p . 471) 
Stephenson (67) is now essentially using cluster scoring in his 
analysis of variance based on the Q-sort . In the light of these facts 
this method was considered highly advant.ageous for use in the pr~ser.t 
research. 
A basic question concerning the form of the Q-sort involves forced 
sorts versus unforced sorts . In the former, the subject is forced to 
put a certain number of statements in each pile or bin, whereas, in the 
latter, he is free to put as many or as few in each pile as he might 
wish. Both Cronbach {14) and Jones (28) have suggested that the 
forced distribution procedures result in a significant loss of infor-
mation due to the elimination of differences in scatter within profiles. 
However, Block (8) has experimently investigated the relative merits 
of t he two techniques and concludes that, 
The forced approach is more useful where item order is judged of para-
mount importance. In many instances, it seems likely that t he varia-
tion introduced by unforced sorting can be attributed to peripheral or 
unimportant sources, or its meaning be expressed within the item order. 
Consequently, no great loss i s suffered and many benefits are achieved 
in these circumstances by forcing all sorters into comparable data-
systems. (8, p. 492) 
In the light of this information the forced method was adopted 
for the present research with the feeling that at this stage, facili-
tation of comparisons between profiles more than compensated for the 
possible loss in additional metric information. 
The actual selection of the items for the Q-sort was made almost 
entirely upon an empirical basis. The first step was the compilation 
of a population of statements. The 1najority of these were submitted 
by 48 students in a course in Introductory Psychology. Students 
were asked to write ten positive statements and ten negative statements 
reflecting attitudes toward self, teachers , and education. The group 
was of mixed classification, including freshmen, sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors. Many of the statements submitted were irrelevant and 
subject to immediate elimination. After duplications were likewise 
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eliminated, the remaining statements were rewritten in positive, neutral, 
ambivalent, and negative form. Additional statements were then added. 
Some were taken from Rogers and Dymond 1s (53) self statements, and 
others were added by the investigator . 
Together these statements made up four separate Q-sorts of a 
single area, four valences, and 96 items each. There was one self 
area sort, one teacher area sort , and two idea area sorts . Each sort 
was then adTILinistered to subjects enrolled in a course in Personality 
Foundations required of all East Texas St ate College students. Four 
classes were used, thus ensuring an adequate sampling of students at 
E. T. S.C., with the majority of them freshmen. No one individual made 
more than one sort. All sorts were for "self" as actually seen to 
exist for the subject. 
Two criteria were used for the selection of items to be retained 
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in the final form of the instrument. The first consideration was the 
discriminating power of the item, and second was the content of the item 
per se . From this point of view the ideal distribution of an item 
sorted by t hrity subjects would be three or four placements in each 
pile or bin from one through nine. That is, where three student s 
rated this item as most like them, three others rated it as least 
like them, and so forth throughout the available nine classifications. 
Since four items within each sort were closely related in terms of 
different valence statements of the same subject matter, as well as 
the sampling limitations, this ideal could only be roughly approxi-
mated. In somewhat arbitrary fashion slightly more weight was given 
t o the discriminability of positive and negative statements than to 
neutral and ambivalent ones at this particular stage of development . 
In cases where t wo or more items discriminated between subjects in 
approximately the same degree, an item was retained if . its subject mat-
ter or content was dissimilar to other items in the final form. The 
aim was to have items as psychologically distant from one another as 
possible. Theoretical meaningfulness was likewise taken into consid-
eration. That is, if one item appeared to have ego-involvement for a 
subject and discriminated in similar manner to an item with less 
apparent ego-involvement, the former was retained. While these judg-
ments were often admittedly subjective in nature, in nearly all cases 
where a particular item was weighed relative to another item within 
this frame of reference, the advantage of one or the other seemed 
apparent and clear cut . 
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In this manner the original pool of items making up the four sorts 
were reduced. For example, of the 24 distinct items making up the self 
sort, eight were retained. Likewise, eight items each were retained 
from the teacher-sort and the two idea sorts . Each of these items was 
represented by four valence statements. This procedure resulted in a 
combined sort of 96 items, including the three areas and four valences. 
This instrument was in turn administered to 26 subjects similar to those 
described above. Items approximating a normal distribution across the 
nine classifications after this recombination were retained, while 
those which failed to discriminate between subjects were eliminated. 
Thus the Q-sort wasf'llrther educed to a sort of (:I) items, the final 
size of the instrument. This form was readministered to 33 subjects 
as a final check. 
The results of this last pre-sort indicated that further changes 
needed to be made in the wording of a few items, but the majority were 
unchanged. Evidence from all pilot studies was utilized in the deci-
sions concerning the final form of each statement. The items making 
up the Q-sort administered in the present research, together with -the 
history of each item throughout the three preliminary sorts, are pre-
sented in Appendix A. 
The discriminating power of single items is, however, but a 
single feature of the ideal Q-sort as presently conceived. A second 
aspect of theoretical excellence involves the over-all distribution 
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and balance between areas and valences. Here again, perfection can 
only be approximated due to the number of variables involved. The 
discriminating power of individual items cannot be sacrificed. Since 
any change in a valence will have repercussions in the reaction to 
areas, a resulting improvement in one direction can result in increased 
weakness in another. Thus, the quest for perfection in these dimensions 
might be endless. Moreover, existing bias in the population sampled may 
make it impossible to achieve perfect balance so that any one area e.nd 
valence has the same placement potential as any other. 
In the results of the preliminary Q-sorts a reasonable approxi-
mation of these goals was achieved despite these inherent difficulties. 
Balance between areas proved to be high. An individual subsequently 
described in terms of Q:-sort scores, as self, other, or idea dominated, 
may, therefore, be presumed to be so as a result of his individual per-
ceptual tendencies. little apparent prejudice for one area as opposed 
to another a,ppears to reside 1,,Ji thin the instrument as constructed. The 
analyses of area balance are presented in Appendix B. 
The results for the valences were somewhat further from the ideal. 
Negative items, for example, in the standardizing population were skewed 
toward the "least like me 1~ boxes. The difficulty of making negative 
statements equally attractive as were positive, ambivalent, and neutral 
ones seemed insurmountable, however. In addition, neutral items showed 
a tendency to cluster about the middle box, 11neither like me, not unlike 
me". Both positive and ambivalent items disclosed a. slight positive 
skewness toward 11most like me". As a result there exists certain 
valence prejudices within the instrwnent. If account is taken of these 
limitations, the balance of the instrwnent seems reasonably high. 
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These figures are likewise presented in Appendix B. 
In the ultimate use of the Q- sort , an ideal sort, as well as a self 
sort was to be made. To test the workability of the instrument for this 
function, a 6o item sort was also made under the ideal sort conditions 
by 31 subjects. The results are summarized in Appendix c. The distri-
butions of the ideal-sorts differed considerably from the self sorts 
for the same group of subjects. Confidence in the ability of the in-
strum.ent to describe the ideal- self as well as discrepancies between 
self and ideal-self is thereby enhanced. 
A - sort has thus been constructed so that preliminary sorts have 
empirically established: (1) high levels of di scrimination by individual 
items, (2) almost erfect balance of the area components so that with an 
unbiased population statements from any one area are as popular or un-
popular as those from any other, (3) fair balance in the valence compon-
ents, and (4) the ability to obtain differential placements by the same 
subjects on the different levels of self and ideal- self. 
As these preliminary findings seem to demonstrate , Livson (35) .re-
ports experimental evidence that: "The Q-sort does seem to be able to 
say what the sorter wants to say despite the sorter's doubts that his 
true impressions are coming through. " (35, p. 164) The technique 
would appear to be an adequately sensitive method with which to measure 
intervening cognitive variables. 
Cooperative School and College Ability Test l 
The purpo3e of this test is to aid in estimating the capacity of 
l Manual f or ~ School and College Ability~, Cooperative Test 
Division, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. 
' 
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a student to undertake the next higher level of schooling. It consists 
of four sub-tests . Parts one and three are measures of developed 
ability in skills that re closely relat ed to student success in the 
verbal kinds of school learning; parts t wo and four are measures of 
abi lit y in quantitative skills of number manipulation and problem 
solving. 
follows: 
The kinds of material in the four parts of the test are as 
Part I - 30 sentence completion tasks, Part II - 25 numerical 
computation tasks, Part I II - 30 vocapulary tasks, and Part I V - 25 
numerical problem solving tasks. It was upon the results of 'I'he School 
and College Ability Test that the ability factor was controlled in the 
reported experiment. 
Subjects 
The School and College Ability Test was administered to approxi-
mately 600 entering freahmen at East Texas Sttte College in the Fall of 
1959. The scores of these individuals were rink ordered and the median 
calculated. The t enty-five males and twenty-five feraales scoring i m-
mediately above the medi an, plus the twenty-five males and twenty-five 
females scoring immediately below the median on this test were admin-
i stered the Q-sort on October 14, 1959. Complete instructions given to 
t he subjects are presented i n Appendix D. At the end of the f irst 
semester of college, January of 1960, grade points were calculated f or 
these one hundred subjects based upon a scoring system of four points 
for A's , three points for B' s , t wo points for C's, one point for D1s, 
and zero points for F' s . This t otal was divided by t he total hours 
taken by the student. Drop-outs were excluded from the investigation. 
Courses such as orientation, physical education, and other one hour 
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credit courses were excluded in the calculation of grade poi nt averages. 
The next step was to divide the total group into four groups as 
shown in Figure 4. 7he edian grade point average for both males and 
females was calcul ted, and in each inst ance the twenty individual s 
scoring furthest above and below the medians were retained, while 
those nearest the medians were excluded from the study. 
Median Grade Poi nt Average* 
High Low 
Group I Gr oup III 
Male "bet ter achi evers" 20 5 5 20 Male "poorer achievers " 
Group II Group IV 
Fem.ale "better achievers" 20 5 5 20 Female "poorer a.chievers" 
*The t en males and ten females s coring nearest to each of the 
respective G. P. A. medians were dropped from the study. 
Figure 4. Basis for grouping subjects. 
Thus groups of "better achievi ng" males , "better achieving" f emales, 
"poorer achieving" males, and "poorer chieving" females, numbering 
twenty each, resulted. These were the subjects included in the study. 
The means of The School and College Ability Test for each groun were 
t hen calculated to test whet her the ability f ctor had been equalized. 
The t-values obtained are presented in Chapter IV. 
Statistical Design of the Resear~h 
Because analysis of variance is a statistical method used for 
determining whet her significant differences exist between groups, 
when several different kinds of variables are being investigated , it 
was the met hod chosen to test the null hypotheses listed on page 4. 
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The . 05 and . 01 per cent levels of probability were assumed. To clari-
fy the procedure t hat was followed in the statistical analysis , the 
final compilation sheet used in assembling the data of the study is 
reproduced in Figure 5. 
Matrix 
Subject No. ~ 
Self Sort Totals 
Self Teacher Educational 
Positive Al Bl Cl 1 
Neutral D E F 2 
Ambivalent G H I 3 
Negative J K L 4 
13 14 15 
Ideal Sort Totals 
Self Teacher Educational 
Posi tive A.5 B5 C5 5 
Neutral D E F 6 
Ambivalent G H I 7 
Negative J K L 8 
16 17 18 
Discre~nci Totals 
Positive 
Neutral 
Ambivalent 
Negative 
Self 
A.9 
D 
G 
J 
19 
Teacher 
B9 
E 
H 
K 
20 
Educational 
C9 9 
F 10 
I 11 
L 12 
21 
Figure 5. Final form on which data of the study was summarized . Score 
Al is an additive of placement values of five self'- positive 
statements . Scores 1, 5, and 9 are totals of all the positive 
st atements irrespective of areas on the levels of self sort , 
ideal- sort , and discrepancy scores respectively. Scores 13, 
16, and 19 are totals of all the self statements irrespect ive 
of valences on the t hree levels respectively. The ot her scores 
are derived in similar manner . 
The actual form utilized in scoring, plus the forms for each of the 
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antecedent stepsll are presented in Appendi,, E. Scores represented by 
numbers 1 through 21 11 and letters A through L, on each level in Figure 5 
were tested to· determine the significance of differences in the means 
of the four groups on each of th.ese measures. Thus di fferenc.es on both 
combined and single aspects of cognitive attitudes as herein structured 
were analyzed. Self, ideal, and discrepancy scores broken into four 
valences and three areas made up a total of 57 variables to be studied 
among the four groups. 
The assumptions underlying use of the analysis of var.iance according 
to Wert, et. al. (75) are: (1) the observations within each category must 
be random samples, and (2) the variances within the sub .. groups are 
homogeneous, i.e., they ore data from a single normally distributed 
population,. According to these same authors these assumptions are not 
as strict as is sometimes supposed, however. They say: "• •• it is 
becoming more apparent that the analysis of variance technique is 
sufficiently satisfactory even where there is considerable departure 
from the strict fulfillment of tne assumptions. (75, p. 184) 
In the present instance randomness is felt to correspond to that 
found in cluster sampling. If, for example, every third house in a 
block is selected, every individual has had the chance of being found 
in this house. It is ultimately a matter of probability. In the same 
way and to some extent within the present study, every entering fresh-
man has had the opportunity of earning a score which would have placed 
him within the experimental group. The assumption of a random sample 
from hypothetical populations of '~bettern and "poorerH achievers would 
appear to have been met to at least a moderate degree. 
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Summary 
In this chapter the theoretical considerations underlying the Q.-sort 
and the development of t he present f orm of t he instrument have been 
described. Two approaches seemed possible in the development of the 
instrument. The first would seek a theoretical basis for justification 
of the inclusion of a particular item, while the second would seek empiri-
cal evidence concerning the item's power to discriminate between persons . 
The present method represented somewhat of a compromise in that areas 
and valences were selected within a theoretical framework, but the items 
themselves were retained. primarily upon an empirical basis . The results 
of preliminary sort s indicate that, the instrument as derived does dis-
criminate between persons . The procedure of the study has likewise 
been outlined. 
CB'.APTER IV 
TR~~ T OF A.TA AID .NALYSIS OF . ~SULTS 
The following chapter i s composed of a detailed account of the 
sta.tistical treatment of t he data, and the analysis of the results . 
Gr oupi ng by Grade Point Average 
The means and standard deviations of The School and College Ability 
Test scores for the groups of male and female , better and poorer achiev-
ers, are presented in Table I . The average age of the females was 18.2 
(years ) and the males 18.4 (years) . 
TABLE I 
1'1B:- NS AND STANDARD DEVI ATIONS FOR SCAT SCORES 
Male etter lfal e Poorer 
Achievers Achievers 
Mean 291. 65 
Standard Devi tion 1 . 82 
291.80 
1. 72 
Femal e Better 
Achievers 
292 .00 
2.93 
Female oor er 
Achievers 
291.90 
3.39 
The results of the t-tests for the significance of the differences 
in group means for standard scores on The School and Coll ege Ability 
Test are presented in Table II . 
None of the results were significant, and it may be concluded that 
there are no differences in scholastic ability in the four groups . The 
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grade point average of 2. 32 for better achiever males, .881 for poorer 
achiever males, J .015 f or bet ter achiever females , and 1. 691 for poorer 
achiever females is ap arently the result of fact ors other than ability. 
TABLE II 
t -VALUES FOR DI FFERENCES BETWEEN SCAT STANDARD SCORE MEANS 
Groups t-Value 
Females bet ter, females poorer .09 
Males better, males poorer . 26 
Males bet ter, females poorer . 28 
Males better, females better .44 
Females better, males poorer . 26 
Females poorer, males poorer .u 
Analysis of Variance 
The analysis of vari ance for t he self positive area is presented in 
Table III . Analyses are the same for the remaining 56 categories. De-
grees of freedom are the same throughout , and the analysis is for sex, 
achievement, and interaction. 
Attitudes: Analysi s of Results 
The first null hypothesis concerning attitudes was that attitudes 
towards self, teachers, and education are the same for the four groups . 
For achievement groups the hypothesis cannot be rejected for self or 
for education as may be seen by inspection of Tables XIII and XIX. How-
ever, for at titudes toward teachers, the null hypothesis must be re-
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jected. Significant differences were found to exist i n this area as 
reported i n Table XY. For sex groups the null hypothesis is rejected 
for self, teachers, and education. Significant differences are re-
ported in each of these areas in Tables XIII , XIX, and XV. Achieve-
ment groups differ in their attitudes towards teachers, and sex 
groups differ in their attitudes towards self, teachers, and education. 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF V IANCE OF SELF POSITIVE ATTITUDES 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
Sex l 130 130 
Achievement 1 11 11 
Interact ion l 45 45 
Within 'Ji ~ 19.J 
Total 79 1650 
Sex Fi,76 
-
130 = 6.74 - 19.3 
Achievement F1,76 = ..1! - < 1.00 -19.3 
Interaction F1,76 = _lt.2. = 2. 33 19. J 
The second null hypothesi s relative to attitudes was that positive, 
neutral, ambivalent , and negative valences of the four groups are the 
same. For the achievement grouping the hypothesis cannot be rejected 
for any valence since t he only significant findings were in the teacher 
areas as presented in Tables V, VII, IX, and XI. The total placement 
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of positive items does , however, approach significance as indicated in 
Table V. A tendency thus exists for better achievers to give posi-
tive items higher placement than de poorer achievers . For sex groups 
t he null hypothesis cannot be rejected for positive, neutral or 
ambivalent valences . Significance is approached in the neutral valence, 
with a trend appearing for females to give higher placement to neutral 
items than the males in this st udy. For the negative valence the null 
hypothesis is rejected as the difference i n placement of these items, 
irrespective of area, is significant at greater than the .01 level of 
confidence as reported in Table XI . Achievement groups do not differ 
in attitude valences , but sex groups differ in their use of negative 
statements for self description, with males placing negative state-
ments higher than do females . A detailed discussion of these find-
ings is presented in the following paragraphs . 
Attitudes - Posi t i ve Valence 
The means of the four groups for self posi t i ve, teacher posi tive , 
education positive, and total positive attit udee are presented in 
Table IV. 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between t hese means are presented i n Table V. 
The means of the better achievers are higher than those of the 
poorer achiever for teachers , education, and total positive, indicating 
a tendency for this group to describe themselves by higher placement 
of positive items . The F-value of 3.39 for total positive, approach~ 
but falls short of tha . 05 level of confidence . The trend, however, 
becomes significant for the positive teacher items . Better achievers, 
both male and female, give higher placement to teacher positive items 
than do poorer achievers. On the self level the trend is divergent 
with ·the me~n of the male lower achievers exceeding that of the male 
higher achievers, whereas the reverse relationship is found for the 
females. This result is reflected in the analysis of variance re-
sults by the F-value of 2.33 for interaction on the self positive 
level. 
TABLE IV 
ATTITUDE MEANS POSITIVE VAIENCE 
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Males High Males Low Females High Females Low 
Self Positive 18.70 19.45 22.75 20.50 
Teacher Positive 29.05 n.05 29.40 26.00 
Education Positive 25.75 25.55 26.65 26.05 
Total Positive 73.50 72.05 78.80 72.55 
TABLE V 
F-VALUES: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS, ATTITUDES-POSITIVE VALENCE 
Sex Achievement Interaction 
Self Positive 6.74* 2.33 
Teacher Positive 5.70* 
Education Positive 
Total Positive 1.92 3.39 1.31 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
significant at just short of the .Ol level 
in these groups describo ther,,.se1.vi:.m in high~'Jr posit.bre ter21s than do 
the males. 
It appea1°s that as 21 gr'oup these s.mter'j_ng freshmen attach grea.ter 
value to teacher positive &nd educational pos:i.tiV$ item.z than to SEilf 
positiYe items. 'I'hirty eight per cent of the value of total pos:i.tbre 
statements is m0.de up of teach,31" item placemer:t, 351£ by educt:itional 
Thus the con-
clu.sion may be en'08rtoined that tht~se entering fresh~en are m.or,a con-
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cGrned with the teacher are.s than with either self or educationrl ideas. 
calcult1tions are present.ed e1nd further discussed in the section 
co:mparing attitudes and idc~!'.\l-att;it,udes following the section on ideal-
attitudes. 
At;t:ttudes - Neutral Valene~ 
1'he means of the fou.,r groups for self pos1tive, tea.chm'.' positive, 
education pos:Hive, and tot.al positive .attitudes a.re presented in 
The J?-values :tor the analysis of vari,mce of the diffe,:rence 
between these mea.ns are presented in Table VII. 
No consistent trend appears in the differences between means of 
the achievemen:1t grou.pD ;;md nom) of the F-values apprcn1.ch signt:ficance. 
flacemr::,mt of' neutral :i.tems by rel2.tivel;:y different achievement l:::vel 
groups is the same. For sex groups a trend for differential place-
ment of neutral i.t,ems does exist ecnd reac:hes significance for th,3 
educational neu.tr:..1 itams. Femal,,,s give these:> items higher place-
ment than do males, and there is a tendency for higher placen1ent of 
all neutral items,. However, for items dealing with teachers the trend 
is reversed, and though tho diff'ere:ncl;;) is well short of' significance, 
males tend to place these items higher than females. 
Self Weutral 
Teacher Neutral 
Education f,!eutre"l 
Tot al Neutral 
Self Neutral 
·.reacher Neutral 
Education Neutral 
'l'otal t-lfeutral 
TABLE VI 
ATTITUDE MEANS NEUTRAL VALENC-.IS 
Males High Ma.las Low F'emales High 
28.50 28.15 29.45 
26.90 25.35 25.35 
25.80 25.55 27.50 
81.20 79.05 82.30 
TA.BU~ VII 
Achievement 
3.95 
1.45· 
5.86* 
3.27 
1.45 
* Significant at ths .05 leirel of confidence 
Attitudes - Ambivalent Valence 
Fem.ales Low 
31.05 
24.90 
28.45 
84.40 
Interaction 
1.08 
The means o-r 1:-he four groups for self am.biv;:;lont, -teacher a11-
bivalent, education ::m1bival.ont, an.ct tote.1 ;o_mbivalent attitudes are 
presented in 'I'able VIII. 
'l'ABIB VIII 
Males High 3'iales Low 1''e1uales 1Ii5h 
Self Pm1bi valent 26.1+5 26.15 26.45 27.95 
Teacher Ambivalent 2f1.00 28.50 2g.s5 28.25 
E.ducation Ambivalent 26.75 28.25 27.55 27.50 
Total .P .. mbi valent. i1.20 82.90 132.85 83.70 
Low 
-~~·--
:F-valu:as for the analysis o.f variance of the difference 
between these means a.re nresented in '£able IX. 
Self Arnbi VR,lent 
'I'enchor Ambivalent 
Bducation Ambivalent 
'I'otal Ambi Vctlent 
'fABLE IX 
Sex Acliievement, Interaction 
'l'here a.re no apparent trends for either sex or achievement groups 
·to use ambi ,.mlent items in a. differential manner. 'fhus a.mbi valent 
statemerrt.s do no+ Clppe£H' t<:> discrlminate between either sex or achieve-
ment groups. 
At.titudes - Negative Valence 
The means of the four groups for self negative, teacher negative, 
edU:cation negat:tve, a,nd total negative attitudes are presented in 
Table X. 
TltBL~ X 
ATTITD1JE £™NS HBGATI'\/Z VALE,NCE 
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Hales High Males Low Females High Females Low 
Self Megative 
Teacher Negative 
Education Negative 
'I'otal Negative 
2.3.10 
18.65 
22.35 
64.10 
22.l+O 
21.80 
21.80 
66.oo 
20.60 
16.85 
18.60 
56.05 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XI. 
20.30 
19.70 
19.35 
59.35 
The difference between the achievement groups in the placement of 
teacher negative items is significant at greater than the .01 level of 
confidence. The poorer achievers show a strong tendency to give these 
iterns higher placement than do the better achievers. There is likewise, 
although well short of significance, a tendency f'.)r this to be true o.f 
total placement of negative statements, the F-value equaling 1.82. 
The trend for differential placement of nega.tive items according 
to sex is the most extreme yet encountered. In the education and 
total areas the difference is significant at well beyond the .01 level 
of confidence, and in the self and teacher areas t ,1e difference is just 
short of signi ficance a.t the .05 level of confidence. he females i n 
t his sample aopear to consi stent ly give lower plac r11ent to neg ti e 
statements than do the males, particularly with educational statements. 
The males appear to be considerably ore willing to descr·ibe themselves 
in negative terms in all areas . 
TABLE XI 
F- VALUES: DIFFERENCE BETI'f:EEN ANS , ATTITUDES-NEGATI VE VALENCE 
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Sex Achievement Interaction 
Self Ng tive 
Teacher Negative 
Educa.tion ?Jegati ve 
Total Negative 
3.67 
3. 65 
10.s5-r.* 
14. 57** 
8.65** 
1.82 
** Significant at the . 01 level of confidence 
Attitudes - Self Area 
The means of the four groups f or self positive, self neutral, self 
ambivalent, self negative, and total self attitudes are presented in 
Table II. 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between t hese means are presented in Table XIII . 
There is no difference between the various achievement groups in 
their placement of self statements, irrespective of the valence con-
sidered . The sex difference , however, is si gnificant in the positive 
valence and in the total self placements . Moreover, differences in 
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trend for both neutral and '1.egrit:i.,•e valences appe.;.r. 'l'hu~, males seem 
ta h~tndle self statements of r>J.l valences on the :;;ttitudinB1 level 
scmewh~;t dif'.ferently than d:) fer:>.ales. 'I'he;,~ tend to give positive, 
neutra.I, and &tib:i.valent statements over-all lower placem.e:rrt. (less 
like the self) a.nd negative i.te,r.s higher' :pl(;:cemeut.. '.::'he c:Jnclu.sion 
mD.y be entertained that t~0 self concept of: males in tbis study is 
generally lower than that, of the females. 
ATTITUDE MEANS SELF AHI-f.A 
Males High Males Low Females High Females Low 
---~-··=-... ··""'-"'-
S€1f' Positi..v~ 18.70 19.1+5 22.75 20.50 
Self Neutral 28.50 213.15 29.45 31.05 
Self Ambivalent 26.45 26.15 26.45 27.95 
Self Negative 2.3.10 22.40 20.60 20.30 
Total Self' 96.75 96.15 99.25 99.80 
--·· ... 
-
TABLE XIII 
Sex Achievement Interaction 
Self Positive 6. 741!- 2.33 
Self Neutral 3.95 1.08 
Self 11.mbivalent 1.17 
Self Wegative 3.67 
Total Self 1:±-2.Z* 
ilt- Sign.if-leant at the .05 level of confidence 
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Attitudes - Tee.cher .Area 
The means of the four groups for teacher positive, teacher neutral, 
teacher ambival ent, teacher negative, and total teacher attitudes are 
presented in Table XIV. 
TA.BL:'!: XIV 
AT'T'I TUDE WANS TEACHER AREA 
Males High !fales Low Females High Females Low 
Teacher Po itive 29.05 27.05 29. 40 
Teacher Neutral 26.90 25.35 25. 35 
Teacher Ambivalent 28. 00 28. 50 28. 85 
Teacher Negative 18. 65 21.80 16.85 
Total Teacher 102. 60 102.70 100. 45 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XV. 
26.00 
24.90 
28.25 
19.70 
98.85 
The difference between the achievement groups is significant at 
great er than the . 01 level of confidence in the use of teacher negative 
statements, and at greater than the . 05 level of confidence in the use 
of teacher positive statements. The better achievers give higher place-
ment t o the teacher ositive items and lower placement to the teacher 
negative items than do the poorer achievers of b th sexes. In this 
instance the placement of the two classes of items i s both compli-
mentary and consistent, although the negative items discriminate to 
a finer degree than do the positive ones . 
There is a significant difference between the sex groups in the 
5l, 
total placement of teacher i te s , •it.1 •. :::lles rece · ving tho high,.,r 
a.lues . The sex difi' rence i n t e use of teacher m,~o.ti re items 
just misses being significant . The male.;, tend to assign these 
statements higher V"lues than do the females . In view of the hieher 
achievement of t e females in the sample , this fir1ding i 3 highly 
consis tent with tl e findings "or the achievement groups . 
TABLE XV 
F-VALUFS: DIFFE ENCE B ... TvE MEANS, ATTITUDES-TE.ACHE!-{ AREA 
Sex Achievement Interaction 
Te cher 0 osi ti ve 
Teacher Neutral 
Teacher A~bival nt 
Teacher Negative 
Total Teacher 
1.4.5 
J.65 
/4, . 89* 
5.7~· 
1.45 
* Significant at the .05 levA of confidence 
** Significant at the .01 level of confidence 
Since the primary focus of interest in the present research is in 
differences between better and poorer achievers, irrespective of sex, 
item ana yses were made of the teacher positive and teacher negative 
statements . Results for the positi ve items are presented in Table XVI . 
A general trend thus exists for the better achievers t o place 
each of these items in a higher ca egory than do the poorer achievers . 
The only exception to this was found with Item 20, where the males 
followed the general tendency, but where the females reversed the 
pl acement , resulting in a negative value for the di fference between 
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the means for this item. The most discriminating item was number two 
which reads , "I feel I would like being a teacher . " Next was Item 17 
reading, "I feel teachers would be successful in positions other than 
teaching . 11 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYSIS OF TEACHER POSITI VE I TEMS 
I tems Making Up Means Means 
This Category Males & Females High Males & Females Low Difference 
Item 2 6. 25 4 .85 1.40 
Item 17 6.075 5.10 . 975 
Item 20 5. 525 5.75 ( . 225) 
Item 35 6.00 5.60 .40 
Item 50 5.375 5.225 ...d:.2 
Tot al Mean 5.845 5.305 2.70 
Results for the negative items are presented in Table XVII . 
The t rend here is for the better achievers to give lower place-
ment to negative t eacher items than do the poorer achievers . Inter-
estingly, Items 20 and 50 on the positive level, coresponding to 
Items 32 and 59 on the negative level, do not discriminate between 
groups in eit her inst ance . Item 20 reads, "I feel that t eachers 
treat students as equals . 11 Item 50 reads , "I feel at ease when talk-
ing to teachers . " Both these items have a personal connotation and 
express directly or indirectly a relationship between sorter and 
teacher . Item 2, quoted earlier, offers a simple choice. o stigma 
is attached to not liking t eaching as a vocation. Item 17 which was 
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quoted earlier, and Item 35 wh:i.eh reads> n1 feel teachers are good models 
for adult behavior p2it.terns, ti call for direct evaluation of teachers as 
a group with, however, the reletionship aspects some-r,--Jhat modified. It 
appears as though on attitude levels teacher items disc:cimine.te between 
better and poorer achievers to a greater degree than do either self or 
educational referent items. Furthermore, i.t appears that the more 
Lrtpersonal and non-relational these items, the more discrimination 
they provide. 
Items Making Up 
This Category -
Item 11+ 
Item 29 
Item 32 
Item 1+7 
Item 59 
'I'ot1:,l ·nean 
1'ABLE XVII 
ANAI..YSIS OF TEACHER Y.Jit;GATIVE ITE'J4S 
Means Means 
Males & Females High l'sfales & Females Low Difference 
7.00 9.75 (2.75) 
6.60 8.80 (2.20) 
7.25 7.30 (.05) 
5.75 6.70 (. 95) 
8.85 
~2. (.101 
7.09 8.30 (6.05) 
Perhaps it is not the degree to which students perceive of them-
selves as having difficulty or ease in their r0h:.tionships wlth teachers 
which is important for subsequent performance as a student, out the ex-
tent to 1,1hich group stereotypes have been accepted for thin.king of 
teachers. 
Attitudes - 10:ducation Area. 
The .means of the four groups for education positive, education 
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neutral , education ambivalent , education negative, and total educational 
attitudes are presented in Table XVIII. 
TABLE XVIII 
ATTITUDE MEANS EDUCATIONAL AREA 
Males High Males Low Females High Females Low 
Education Positive 25. 75 25.55 26. 65 26.05 
Education Neutral 25.80 25. 55 27. 50 28.45 
Education Ambivalent 26.75 28. 25 27. 55 27.50 
:Education Negative 22. 35 21.80 18. 60 19.35 
Total Educational 100.65 101.15 100. 30 101.35 
The F- values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
bet ween these means are presented in Table XIX. 
TABLE XIX 
F-VALUES: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS, A'l'TITUDES-EDUCATIONA.L AREA 
Sex Achievement 
Education Positive 
Education Neutral 
Education Ambivalent 
Education Negative 10.85** 
Total Educational 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
** Significant at the . 01 level of confidence 
Interaction 
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No differences between the achievement groups exist in this area 
on any valence or in the total of the placements . For sex groups 
neutral educational items are placed on a differential basi s at greater 
than the . 05 level of confidence . Negative educational item differences 
are signifi cant at greater than the . 01 level of confidence. The neu-
tral i tems are given higher placement by the females than by the males. 
Conversely, the negative educational items are given higher placement 
by males than by females . Since the females were relative!y better 
achievers than the males, these results may be taken to mean that 
negative attitudes towards educational ideas are a possible handicap 
for subsequent achievement . 
Ideal Attitudes - Analysis of Results 
The first null hypothesis concerning ideal-attitudes was that 
ideal-at titudes towards self, teachers, and education were the same 
for the four groups . For achievement groups the hypothesis cannot 
be rejected according to the evidence obtained. As presented i n 
Tables XXX, XXXII, and XXXIV the . 05 level of confidence is not 
achieved. However, in several instances significance i s approached . 
For the sex groups the null hypothesis must be rejected. These groups 
differ in their self-ideal-attitudes (Table XXX), in teacher-ideal-
attitudes (Table XXXII), and in education-ideal-attitudes (Table XXXIV) . 
The nature of these differences is discussed in further detail in the 
section following each of these tables. Interaction was found to be 
significant on two occasions (Tables XXX and XXXIV), indicating that 
the use of ideal statements for self and education may be differential 
for achievement dependent on sex. 
The second null hypothesis relative to i deal- ttitudes was that 
positive, neutral, ambivalent, and negative valences of the four groups 
are the same. For the achievement groups the hypothesis is rejected 
since a significant difference at greater than the .05 level of con-
fidence and near t he • 01 level of confidence was found i n t he dif-
ferential use of negative statements as presented in Table XXVII . 
For sex groups the null hypothesis must likewise be rejected since 
differences were found beyond the .05 and .01 levels of confidence 
as presented in Tables XXI , X:X:V, and XXVII . 
Achievement groups thus were found to differ in the use of 
valence statements at the ideal-attitude level and the sex groups to 
differ in the use of both area and valence statements . The detailed 
discussion of these differences follows . 
Ideal Attitudes - Positive Valence 
The means of the four groups for ideal self positive, ideal 
teacher positive, ideal education positive, and total positive ideal-
attitudes are presented i n Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
IDEAL-ATTITUDE MEA.IlS POSI TI VE VALENCE 
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Males High Males ww Females High Females Low 
Ideal Self Posit ive 23.45 24.25 30.60 26.90 
Ideal Teacher Positive 32. 50 29.40 32.85 32. 50 
Ideal Education Positive 26.65 28.25 29. 35 28. 20 
Total Positive 82.60 81.90 92.80 87.60 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XXI. 
TABLE XXI 
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F- VALUES: DIFFERENCE B EN MEANS, IDEAL- TTITUDES-POSITIVE VALENCE 
Ideal Self Positive 
Ideal Teacher Positive 
Ideal Education Positive 
Total Positive 
Sex 
18.4.3** 
2.58 
1.80 
15.35** 
Achievement 
1.61 
2.58 
2.12 
** Significant at the . 01 level of confi dence 
Interaction 
3.83 
1.66 
1.91 
1.20 
For achievement groups no significant differences are found in 
positive valence, i deal-attitude placements . For sex groups a signifi-
cant difference at beyond the .01 level of confidence i s found for 
total placement as WAll as in the self area. Positive ideal state-
ments in general are given hi gher placement by females than by males, 
and t his i s particularly true of self positive statements. There is 
a gener al trend for interaction variables to be higher than was found 
on the attitude leYel. Interaction is close to significance on the 
self level . Apparently, the female better achievers tend to place 
self positive items higher when escribing themselves on the ideal 
level than do t he poorer achievers , whereas the male better achievers 
tend to give these same items lower placements than do the male poorer 
achievers . It should be noted that the difference is much larger for 
the females than for the males , and that t he lower female mean is well 
a.bove the higher male mean. Higher positive ideals tend to be an 
advantage to thG fem.ales taken as better achieYers than .males, and 
moreover within the female sex this same higher placement continues 
to accompany better achievement. The same general tendency is re-
flected in the non-significant F-value of 2.12 for total positive 
achievement groups. 
Ideal Attitudes - Neutral Valence 
The means of the four groups for ideal self neutral, ideal 
teacher neutral, idenl education neutral, and total neutral ideal-
attitudes are presented in Table XXII. 
TABLE .:!CUI 
IDEAL-A1'T1TUDE IvIEfL.\fS NEtJTRP<..L VALENC'E 
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1'4:ales High Ivia.les Low Females High Females I.ow 
Ideal Self Neutral 
Ideal Teacher Neutral 
Ideal Education Neutral 
Total Neutral 
30 • .30 
27.25 
29.65 
87.20 
30.05 
27.25 
26.65 
8.3.95 
32.20 
26.40 
28.95 
87.55 
The .F-values for the analysis of variance of the di.fferenee 
between these means are presented in Table XXIII. 
31.05 
25.40 
30.20 
86.65 
No significant differences were found in the neutral valences 
between achievement groups. The same is true for grouping by sex, 
although the placement of ideal teacher neutral items approaches 
significance. The only significant item in this category is the 
interaction value for education neutral. In this instance the male 
better achievers give such items higher placement than do the male 
poorer achievers, whereas the female poorer achievers reverse this 
trend. In general, however, neutral statements on the level of 
i deal-attit udes do not appear to discriminate between the groups 
composing this study. 
TABLE XXIII 
F- VALtmS: DIFF&.~ TCE BETWEEN MEANS, IDEAL-ATl'ITUDES-NEUTRAL VALENCE 
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Sex Achievement I nteraction 
Ideal Self Neutral 
Ideal Teacher Neutral 
Ideal Education Neutral 
Total Neutral 
1.89 
3.49 
2.17 
1.67 
* Significant at the . 05 level of confidence 
Ideal Attitudes - Ambivalent Valence 
The means of the four groups for ideal self ambivalent, i deal 
teacher ambivalent , ideal education ambivalent , and total ambivalent 
ideal-attitudes are presented in Table XXIV. 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XXV. 
For the achievement groups no significant differences are found 
for ambivalent valences on the ideal-attitude level. For sex groups 
the difference is significant at better than the . 05 level of confidence 
for the total of ambivalent statements as well as for educational and 
teacher ambivalent statements. 1ales tend t o place ambivalent statements 
higher in describing themselves on the ideal level than do females. This 
i n particular is true of educati onal ambivalent statements . Ambivalence 
is apparent ly better tolerat ed in the ideal- attitudes of males than of 
females. If this is true, since fe ales as a group achieved in excess 
of ales, then ambivalence in ideal- ttitudes might possibly be a 
handicap for grade- point achievement . 
T~LE XXIV 
IDEAL-ATTITUDE MEANS AMBIVAIENT VALENC 
Males High Males Low Females High 
Ideal Self Ambivalent 23 .50 23 .40 22.95 
Ideal Te cher Ambivalent 24. 90 25'.65 24. 05 
Ideal Education Ambivalent 26.20 25 .70 23 .55 
Total Ambivalent 74. 60 74. 75 70.55 
TABLE XXV 
Females Low 
22 . 90· 
23 .45 
24. 95 
71.30 
F- VALUES: DIFFF..RENCE BE'n EEU MEANS, I DEAL-ATTITUDES- AMBI VALENT VALENCE 
Ideal Self Ambivalent 
Ideal Teach r Ambivalent 
Ideal Education Ambivalent 
Tot l Ambivalent 
Sex 
4. 05* 
5.44* 
5.76* 
Achievement 
* Significant at the . 05 level of confidence 
Interaction 
Idec.':.l !,ttituo.es - l1Jegative Valence 
The means of the f m.n." groups .for ideal self negative, ideal 
teacher negative, ideal education negative, and total negative ideal-
attitudes are presented in ff1able JC:tVI. 
Males High Males Low Females High Fe.males Low 
Ideal Self Negative 17.20 19.70 14.65 15.50 
Ideal Teacher Negative 17.25 17.60 15.70 18.JO 
Ideal Education Mege.tive 21.15 22.10 18.75 20.65 
Total Negative 55.60 59.40 49.10 54.45 
The F-values .for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table YJ0lII~ ,, 
Ideal Self Negative 
Ideal Teacher Negative 
Ideal Education Negative 
Total I~egative 
'l'ABU~ XXVII 
Sex Achi eveil1ent, 
3.35 
2.69 
2.43 
7.28** 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
~'* Significant at the .Ol level of confidence 
Interaction 
1.6.3 
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For the total placement of negative statements on the ideal level, 
the diff ere nee in the achievement groups is significant. at greater than 
the .01 level of confidence. 1'he lower achievers. show a tendency to 
give higher placement to these negative items than do the better 
achievers. For sex groupings the difference is likewise significant 
for total negative items as well as for self items, in particular, 
and educational items to a lesser degrf::e. In each instance the males 
tend to place negative items higher than do females. The ideal place-
ment of negative items thus successfully discriminated between the 
achievement groups composing the present study. 
In view of the success of these statements an ita'il analysis was 
made for all negative items. The results are presented in Table :O..'VIII. 
As may be seen only two items (32 and 30) reverse the trend for 
higher placement by the lower achieving groups. The tendency thus 
appears to be general and spread over all negative items regardless 
o.t' area. Individual differences in items within areas are nottceable, 
however, with the brunt of discrimination carried by two items in each 
area, 13 and 46 on the S·elf level, 14 and 47 on the teacher level, and 
45 and 48 on the educational level. A willingness to place these items 
(and the others to e, lesser degree) relatively higher in a. self descrip-
tion of ideal-attitudes seems to accompany relatively poorer grade-point 
achievement. The sa!lle is true for males versus females, in that males 
place such statements higher than do females. Since the same relation-
ships did not hold for the complimentary positive :ideal-attitude state-
ments, it appears that a kind of' defensiveness may be involved. Whereas 
ach.i.evement groups tend 'to give equiva,lent placement to positive items 
displaying perhaps a. generalized desire toward positive ideal-self 
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description, a concurrent inability to contain self doubt in the use of 
nega.tive statements may be postulated. Thus the individual who tends 
toward poorer a.chievement may find. it impossible, even on the ideal 
level, to refrain f'rom placing negative statements relcttively higher 
than will those whose success potential is greater. 
---· -----------· ----~----~-"" ------ ~ ~- ----
Self 
Items 
Teacher 
Items 
1';duca.tbn 
Items 
13 
16 
31 
4.6 
58 
14 
29 
32 
4'7 
59 
15 
30 
45 
60 
l'ileans Means 
1.925 2.90 (.975) 
4.425 (.05) 
2.95 3.05 (.10) 
,~. 375 ( .40) 
rl~~-~-_ ·~----__ -_-- -1~~~~-· _.:-:==~== ci:~~g) 
3.40 4.30 (.90) 
3.575 3.725 ( .15) 
,3. 2'7 5 3.075 .20 
3.25 .3.70 (.45) 
2. 975 --~==·=-·-·-~2~·]~.5 ____ __,..;(~.1::::.J.~""-(-~) 
-12,.1:a,s_______ , ----1lvi_ _ c1.1L 2 
5.10 
2.975 
5.225 
J.975 
,4.125 
(.125) 
.075 
(.975) 
(.375) 
... 1:J'~Qlj,_ ___ =· 4.10 ____ : (.0252 
19.J..i.....~~~--~~~21=·=3~75~·~-~~~-<=1=··42~5.i 
Total 52,,35 56.925 (4.575) 
9v~r::s:Jl.JiEJa?L_~ ___ hlL ·-~ .. =--~~~==-=~---~- -=3.J9;L ___ c-=c _ 
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Ideal-Attitudes - Self Area 
The means of the four groups for ideal self positive, ideal self 
neutral, ideal self ~unbi valent, ideal sel.f negative, and total ideal 
self attitudes are presented in Table XXIX. 
TABLE XXIX 
IDEAL-ATTITUDE MEANS SELF AREA 
M les High Males Low Females Hi gh Females Low 
Ideal Self Positive 23 .45 24. 25 30.60 
Ideal Self Neutral 30.30 30.05 32.20 
Ideal Self Ambivalent 23. 50 23.40 22. 95 
Ideal Self Negative 17.20 19.70 14.65 
Ideal Self Total 94.45 97.40 100. 40 
The F- values f or the analysis of variance of the difference 
bet ween these means are present ed in Table lXX. 
26. 90 
31.05 
22,. 90 
15.50 
96/ 35 
For the achievement groups no significant differences are found 
in the use of self statements on the ideal level. For sex groups 
differences are .found at well beyond the . 01 level of confidence. 
Thes differences were described earlier in the di scussions accompany-
ing Tables XXI and XX.VI I . Of additional interest here is the signifi-
cant interaction effect found fr placement of self statements of all 
valences . The female bet er achievers place these statements generally 
higher than do the female poorer achievers, whereas for males the re-
verse relationship is obtained. Differential meanings of self ideal-
attitudes for the two sexes appears to exist . For !~males high place-
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ment of self-area, ideal-attitudes appears to be related to better 
achievement, and h5.gh self ideals may be considered an asset. For 
males, howeve:r, it. 8,ppetn· thrct reJ.ati vely higher ideals are a 
handicap. These differences might well bear a relationship to the 
more posit:i.Ye attitudes tovmrd self found to exist for the females 
of this study. High self-area attitudes perhaps lead to tole1'ation 
of high self-area, ideal-attitudes, whereas individuals relatively 
lower in self attitudes cannot tolerate the higher levels of ideal-
attitudes., 
Achievement Int.er&ction 
Ideal Self Positive 1.61 
Ideal Self Neutral 
Ideal Self 1'\Jnbi valent 
3.35 
Ideal Self Total 2.68 5.45* 
'~t° Significant at .. ;)1-1 (:~ .0.5 lcnrel of ccnfidenc~ 
~'.Hk- Significant at the .01 level of confidence 
'I'he means o.f the four g:1."'oUpfl for id('lal teaclter positive, ideal 
teacher neutral., ideal teacher a1nbivalent, ideal teacher negative., and 
total ideal teacher attitudes a.re presented in 'l'able 
The F"'-values for the analysls of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XXXII. 
'I'ABLE XXXI 
IDEAL-ATTITUDE ii1EANS 'l'EA.CHF:.R AP& 
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Males High tfales Low Females High Females Low 
Ideal Teacher Positive 32.50 29.40 32.85 32.50 
Ideal Teacher Neutral Z"/.25 27.25 26.40 25.40 
Ideal Teacher Ambivalent 24.90 25.65 24.05 23.45 
Ideal Teacher Negative 17.25 17.60 15.70 18.JO 
Ideal Teacher Total 101.90 99.90 99.00 99.65 
TA.BIB XXXII 
F-VJ\LUES: DIFFERENCE BETW~N MEANS, IDEAL-ATTITUDES-TEACHER A.REA 
Sex Achievement Interaction 
Ideal Teacher Positive 2.58 2.58 1.66 
Ideal Teacher Neutral 3.49 
Ideal Teacher Ambivalent 4.05* 
Ideal Teacher Negative 2~69 
Ideal Teacher Total 1.10 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
No significant differences are found for the ideal teQcher area 
between achievement groups. F'or sex groups a significant difference at 
better than the .05 level of confidence is found for teacher am.bivalent 
statements. Males tend to g.i. ve such items higher placement than do the 
females of the study. 
Ideal-Attitudes - Education Area 
The means of the four groups for ideal education positive, ideal 
education neutral, ideal education am.bivalent, ideal education nega-
tive, and total ideal educational attitudes are presented in Table 
XY.XIII. 
TABLE XXXIII 
IDEAL-ATTITUDE f'!EA.NS EDUCATION AREA 
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Males High }'Jfales Low Females High Females Low 
Ideal Education Positive 26.65 28.25 29.35 28.20 
Ideal Education .mrntral 29.65 26.65 20.95 30.20 
Ideal Education Ambivalent 26.20 25.70 23.55 24.95 
Ideal Education Negative 21.15 22.10 18.75 20.65 
Ideal Educational Total 103.65 102.70 100.60 104.00 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XXXIV. 
For the achievement groups no significant differences are found 
for ideal educat.ional area statements. I>'or sex groups significant 
differences are found in both ambivalent and negative statements. 
Males tend to place both these educational valences higher than do 
females in the ideal-attitude category. Interaction was likewise 
found to be significant for the neutral valence, indicating that 
placement is differential for achievement groups ~ti.thin sex cate-
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gories. 
TABLE XXXIV 
F-VALUES: DIFFERENCE BE'fti;;~~U MEANS, IDEAL-ATTITUDES-EDUCATION AREA. 
Sex .A.chievement Interaction 
Ideal Education Positive 1.80 1.91 
Ideal Education Neutral 2.17 11,.89* 
Ideal Education Arn.bivalent 5-44* 1.84 
Ideal Education Negative 4-44* 2.43 
Ideal Educational Total 2.46 
* Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
Comparison of Attitudes and Ideal-Attitude Means 
A comparison of positive attitudes and positive ideal-attitudes 
discloses, by and large, the same relationships of areas on both levels. 
That is, the teacher area is given t~e greatest value in both cases, 
with the edueationa,l area next, and the self area being assigned the 
lov:est values. These figures are presented in Table XX.XV. 
The means of negative statements for the same two levels of 
attitude and ideal-attitudes are -r,:lresented in Table XYJCTTI. 
Table XX.XV indicates that in using positive statements for both 
ideal-attitudes and attitudes, the teacher area receives the highest 
values (most like one's self and most like the self you want to be). 
With negative statements on the attitudinal level, Table XX.XVI, these 
results are mirrored in the .findings that the teacher area was given 
the lowest values and self areas the highest. This would seem to 
indicate that to these students both teacher and educational referent 
statements are more important than self referent ones. However, in 
Table XXXVI in the means for negative statements on the ideal level, 
the more logical arrangement is found. Here lowest values are given 
to self referent statements and highest to educational referent ones. 
MltA.NS OF POSITIVE STA'I'&'IBNTS .A:EU:11 .. NCf@ BY AREA FROM 
HIGHEST TO IDWEST VALU&S 
Males High Males L:>w Fem.ales High Females Lor! 
Positive Attitudes 
Highest Teacher 29.05 
Education 25.75 
Teacher 
Lowest Self 18.70 
Positive Ideal-Attitudes 
Highest Teacher 32.50 
Education 26.65 
Lowest Self 23.45 
Education 
27.05 
25.55 
19.45 
29.40 
28.25 
24.25 
29.40 
26.65 
22.75 
.32.85 
.30.60 
29.35 
26.05 
26.00 
20.50 
32.50 
28.20 
26.90 
Apparently something can be expressed about the self using 
negative ideal statements which does not coma through using positive 
ideal statements or in the use of either valence on tho level of 
attitudes. Since negatiire ideal statement placements discriminated 
between achievement groups more successfully tha.1:1 did any other cate-
gory, these findings are taken as ha.ving considerable significance 
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for the purpose of the study. It might be noted that seldom has such 
a category been included in measurement devices utilized in the. study 
of achievement variables. 
TABLl~ XX.XVI 
1\fEGA'rIVE S'rATl~MEtJTS AHRANGED BY AJ:t"EA .FROM 
HIGHEST TO LOWEST VALUES 
-----·----· __ , 
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Ha.l.,)s High Halas IrJw Females High Ii'ema.les Low 
Negative Attitudes 
Highest Self 
Lowest. Teacher 
Ii'ducation 
Mega.tive Ideal-Attitudes 
Highest 11:duca.tion 
Teacher 
2.oJ.~f 
Teacher 
23.10 
22.35 
18.65 
21.15 
17.25 
17.20 
22.40 
21.80 
21.80 
22.10 
19.70 
17.60 
20.60 20 • .30 
18.60 
16.85 19.70 
19.35 
18.75 20.65 
15.70 
15.50 
Further comparative place,ment results are gbren in Table XXXVII. 
The males in this study assign lower va,lues to posi.tive self refer-
ent statements t.han to an;y other VBlence. Even negativo statements are 
considered more descriptive of the self than are pos:U:.ive statements. 
Female lower achievers h.ave m;:;de positive and negative pla,cem.ents al-
most equivalent, nnd only ·with the female better achievers dc'.'I positive 
statements exceed the neg:cl-ti ve by ~xi.y ~.ppreciable ~Enount. Even on the 
ideal level neutral statements 1:u·e ,2.pparently more attrc1.ct,j.vo than are 
positive ones. 
TABLE XX.XVII 
MEANS OF SELF AT'l'ITUDES AND IDEAL-ATTITUDES ARtlANGED BY VALENCE FROM 
HIGHESr TO LOlrfeST VALUES 
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Males B..i.gh l•fales UJW Females High Females Low 
.§tl! Attitudes 
Highest l\Jeutral 28.50 28.15 29.45 31.05 
11..tnbi valent 26.45 26.15 26.45 27.95 
r~ega.tive 23.10 22.40 
Lowest Positive 15.70 19.45 22.75 20.50 
Negative 20.60 20.30 
Ideal Attitudes 
Highest Neutral 30.30 30.05 32.20 31.05 
Positive 24.25 30.60 26.90 
Ambivalent 23.50 2.3.40 22.95 22.90 
Positive 23.45 
Lowest Negative 17.20 19.70 14.65 15.50 
Discrepancy Scores - Analysis of Results 
The first null hypothesis concerning discrepancy scores was that 
for areas of self., te121.chers, and education, scores would be tho same 
fo:r the four groups. For the achievement groups the hypothesis c:,in-
not be rejected since no 8ignific~t differences were found. The 
results are presented in 'I'ables XXXIX, XLI, XUII., a.:nd XLV. For group-
ing by sex, once again the nul.l hypothesis cannot be rejected as the 
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reimlts presented :i.n these Bame tables disclos,ci no F-values significant 
at the .05 level of confidence. 
'I'he second null hypothesis relative to discrepancy was that posi-
tive, neutral, ambivalent, and negative valence discrepe.ncy scores are 
t,he same. For the achievement groupie, the hypothc-?sis cannot be :rejected 
as m> significant differerwes were obt;9ined. The results are presented 
in '!~ables :XJLXIX, XLI., XUII, ;;md l"J.,V. For the sex groups the hypothesis 
has to be rejected in that a significant dif.f erence was found in the 
use of idee.l asnbivalcnt statement~; as presented in Tablo Y.LIII. 
Thus, the achi,1.rvemt1nt groups nre the samcr: in discrepancy scores 
for both areas and valences. Th·~ sex groups., ·while the same for 
areas, differ significantly in valence usage. The results are dis-
cussed in detail in the paragraphs which follow. 
Discrepancy - Positive Valence 
The means of the four groups for self positive, teacher positive., 
education positiYe, and tota.l positive discrepancy scores are pre-
sented in Table XXXVIII. 
The F-values for the analysis of vc1,riance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XXY..IL 
For the achievement groups no differences were found in dis-
crepancies between attitudes and idea.1-attitudes using positive 
statements. For the sex groups no significant differences were 
found but significance wa.s approached for total positive and teacher 
positive statements. 'l'he females in the study tend to have greater 
discrepancies, and the trend is observable in all but the educa.tiona.l 
scores. 'rhus, females tend to place positive statements higher on the 
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id.ernl level. than on the attitude loved. (gre,der distance between such 
statements) than do t,he ,1w.les. Since in general females as a group 
were better achievers than males at, e, group, the greate;:· discrepancy 
discovered may bo considered an ,rnset in achievement. vlit,hin the 
female group, ho1rrever, it should be noted that larger self' and edu-
catiomil discrepancies r.'>1'·8 accompanied by better achievement., but. in 
the teacher .:1.rea the opposite effect is rather strikingly displayed. 
In this :instance great.er discrepancies are accompanied by poorer 
c>o<~hievement. 
DISCREPANCY l',11:1J\NS POSITIVE VALEl'JCii.: 
Il[ales H:i.gh ;Jales l!Jw Females High Females Low 
Disc. Self Positive 
Disc. 'l'eacher Positive 
Disc. TI1ducati.on p • ' • ;, OS1G1V6 
'l'otal Positive Disc. 
F-V/lLUES.: DIFF'J:IRI~NG11; 
-~-----
ii. 
,..,isc. Self Positive 
Disc. 'I'eacher Positive 
Disc. E~ucation Positive 
Total Positive Disc. 
(4.75) (Lt .• 80) (7.85) (6.40) 
(3.45) (2.35) (3.45) (6.50) 
(. 90) (2.?0) (2.70) {2.15) 
(9.10) (9.85) (14.00) (15.05) 
S01c A chi uv1:,1mEmt Interaction 
2.51 
.3.28 J.28 
1.21 
For teacher positive discrepancies the means of the females ai,e 
larger than those of the males. There is, moreover., di.ff.erential 
placement for achievement groups within the sex groups since the 
F-value for interaction approaches significance. 
Discrepancy - Neutral Valence 
The means of the four groups for self neutral, teacher neutral, 
education neutral, and total neutral discrepancy scores are presented 
in Table XL. 
TABLE XL 
DISCREF'ANCY !,fEAi"ifS l.JEUTRAL VALENCE 
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Males High Males Low Females High Females Low 
Disc. Self I'Jeutral (1.80) (1.90) (2.75) 
Disc. 'I'eaeher Neutral (.35) (l.90) {1.05) 
Disc. Education Neutral (3.85) (1.10) (1.45) 
Total Neutral Disc. (6.00) (4. 90) (5.25) 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XLI. 
(0.00) 
(.50) 
(1.75) 
(2.25) 
Discrepancies between attitudes and ideal-attitudes using neutral 
statements were not significant for either sex or achievement groups. 
There was a slight tendency throughout this category for interaction 
F-values to be larger than any of the F..:values for differences be-
tween groups, once again indicating differential placement by sex 
within the achievement groups. 
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'l'ABLB XLI 
Sex !:t.i.chievement Interaction 
Disc. Self Neutral 
Disc. Teacher Neutral 
Disc. Education Meutral 
Total Neutral Disc. 
L16 
1.25 
1.01 
Discrepancy - Ambivalent Valence 
1.32 
l.00 
1.92 
The means of the four groups for self ambivalent, teacher a.m-
bi va.lent, education ambivalent, a.nd total ambivalent discrepancy 
scores are r.rr-esented in Table XJ~II. 
T.ABLTI: XLII 
DISCRF..PANCY Ml::ANS Jl.r:lBIVAIENT VA.IENGE 
tolales High Males Low Fem.ales High Females Low 
--...t.-...Z --=,-.,,.....,, 
Disc. Self Amb. 2.95 2.75 3.50 
Disc. Teacher Arnb. 3.10 2.85 4.80 
Disc. r:ducation Am.b. .55 2.55 4.00 
Total Jli.mbivalent Disc. 6.60 8.15 12.30 
The F-values for the analysis o.f variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in 'I'able XLIII. 
5.05 
,4.80 
2.55 
12.40 
The achievement groups did not differ significantly in discrepancy 
']C, 
• .I 
scores :for ambivalent statements. For sex groups the difference between 
total scores was significant at greater than the .,05 level of confidence. 
The females tend to place ai11bivalent statements highex' on the attitude 
level, relative to these same ste:tements on the ideal level, than clo 
the males. It might be said, therefore, that the female I s attitudes 
are mJ:,re embivalent e.nd their ideal-ettitudes less so. 'fhe trend 
was consistent for all l,m,rels except that o:f teacher st.a;l;ements. In-
teraction approached significance on t,he education runbivalerrt dis-
crepancy scores. 'rhe succcosful .females had greater discrepancies 
in this area than the less successful females, whereas the less 
suceess.ful males had greater discrepancies than did the more success-
ful males. 
'I'ABLE XLIII 
Sex Achievement Interaction 
Disc. Self Amb. 1.52 
Disc. Teacher A.ab. .3. 28 
Disc. Educe.ti on Am.b. 
Total Ambivalent Disc. 6. 99it-
* Significant at the • 05 l0·1rel o:f confidence 
Discrepancy - Negative Valence 
The means of the four group:::; for self negati1re, teacher negc1tive, 
education negative, and total negs.tive discrepnncy scor,;?s are pre-
:sented in '.!.'able XLIV. 
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TABLG XLIV 
DISCREPANCY I'H;;A.NS NEGA.TIVE VALEl\TCE 
Males High Males Low Females High Females Low 
Disc. Self Negative 5.90 2.70 5.95 
Disc. Teacher Negative 1.40 4.20 1.15 
Disc. Education lfogati ve 1.20 (.JO) (.15) 
Total Negative Disc. 8.50 6.60 6.95 
The F-values for the analysis of variance of the difference 
between these means are presented in Table XLV. 
TABLE XLV 
4.80 
1.40 
(1.30) 
4.90 
F-V.A.LUES: DIF'F'}]:REl\TCE BETkif.EEN £vfEANS, DISCRE:PANCY-NEGATIV0~ VALENC.E 
Disc. Self' Negative 
Disc. Teacher Negative 
Disc. Education Negative 
Total Negative Disc. 
Sex 
1.98 
1.39 
Achievement 
2.55 
1.98 
1.80 
Interaction 
1.31 
None of the differences between groups were significant for 
either sex or achievement for discrepancy scores derived from the 
placement of negative statements. An interesting trend is encountered 
in the figures in Table XLV, however. Negative educational statements 
tend to receive higher placement on the ideal-attitudinal level than 
on the 1ev-el of attitudes. Thus, three of the four figures a_re nega-
tive values. As can be seen all equivalent means for self and teacher 
negative statements are positive, indicating that higher placement 
occurred when describing attitudes •. It would. appear logical to find 
negative statements placed higher when describing the self.' than when 
describing the ideal self. These facts m2.y be interpreted to mean 
that negative feelings a.bout educei.tional ideas are considerably more 
acceptable to these students than are negative statements concerning 
either teachers or self as object. 
Discrepancy - Area Totals 
In the interest of brevity the individual area means and F-Yalues 
have not been reproduced as they were for both attitudes and ideal-
attitudes. Means for the discrepancies in self positbre, neutral, 
ambivalent, and negative valences :may be found in the first row of 
figures in Tables :r.:XXVIII, XL, XLII, and XLIV. The same procedure 
may be followed for both teacher and education areas. F-values are 
p:eesented for the analysis of variance of the differences between 
these means in Tables X.Yu'i:.IX, XI.I, XLIII, and XLV. The means of the 
four groups for total self e.rea, total teacher area, and total edu-
cation area discrepancy scores are presented. i:n Table XLiJI. 
'l'ABLE XLVI 
DISCRS.:PANCY MEANS - TGTAL SCORES FOR THREE ~S 
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Males High Males UYi:J Fem.ales High Females Low 
Disc. Self Total 
Disc. Teacher Total 
Disc. Education 'I'otal 
2.30 
.70 
(3.00) 
(1.25) 
2.80 
(1. 55) 
(1.15) 
l.45 
( .JO) 
3.45 
(.80) 
(2.65) 
The F-values for the &"1e.lysis of variance of the difference 
between these ri1ea.ns are presented in Tabh• XLVII. 
TABLE XLVII 
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Sex Achievement Int,eraction 
Disc. Self 'l'otal 
Disc. Teacher Total 
Disc. Education Total 
* Significant e,t the .05 level of confidence 
5-77~· 
1.40 
1.29 
The only significant result discovered in the use of total area 
statements was for interaction of self discrepancy scores inelusiv-e 
of all valences. More successful females and less successful n1ales 
had discrepancies where the over-all ideal-attitude placement was 
higher tha.n the over-all attitude placement. Conversely, less 
successful f ema.le,-:1 and more successful males made over-all higher 
placements of self attitude statements t.han of self ideal-attitude 
statements. 
CHA:PTE,R V 
General Smmnary of the Investigation 
This investigation compared groups of better and poorer achievers, 
male and female, in terms of Q-sort scores for attitudes, ideal-atti-
tudes, and discrepancy scores. These categories were in turn broken 
into areas of self, teacher, and education, and into positive, neutral, 
ambivalent, and negative valences. Null hypotheses that the better 
and poor·er achievers and the two sexes were the same on the resulting 
57 tabulations were tested. 
The primary purpose of the study was to isolate factors, within . 
the cognitive structure of the individual, which are associated with 
better and ~oorer achievement during the first semester of college. 
It was assumed that commonalities in these structures which have 
measurable effects upon subsequent achievement levels exist between 
individuals. 
In the Fall of 1959 at East Texas State College, the entire 
enteri:g class, totaling approximately 600 individuals, was given The 
School and College Ability Test. The twenty-five males and twenty-
five females scoring just below the median, and the same number scor-
ing just above the median were then given the Q-sort test. At the end 
of the first semester grade point averages were calculated for these 
one hundred individuals. The ten m.ales and ten females whose averages 
were nearest the medi2J1 for their respective groups were dropped from 
the study. This procedure resulted in four groups for which Q-sort 
results were compared: (1) lJiale better achievers, (2) Male poorer 
achievers, (3) Female better achievers, and (4) :Female poorer achiev-
ers. The independent variables then were sex and achievement, and 
the dependent variables were the 57 separate t1-sort mea.sures. The 
Q;-sort instrument itself was empirically developed specifically to 
serve the pur:i:,,oses of this study. Normative groups were composed 
of students at this aa'll.e college. 
The data were treated statistically by the method of analysis of 
variance. ·The method adopted allowed differences between sex groups, 
achievement groups, and interiiction between sex and achievement to 
be evaluated simultaneously for ,'.J.ach separate Q-sort measurement. 
Summa.ry of Results 
One of the first and most impressive findings concerned the 
differential achievement level of the mal,es and females co.mpooing 
the study. The over-all mean grade point average for females was 
2.353 and for males 1.605, representing a difference of three-quarters 
of a grade point (. 748). While this difference is considerably less 
th,m differences beti.•reen male better and poorer achievers (l.439) and 
:female better and poorer achievers (1. 324), it is, nevertheless, large 
enough that the sex differential may bs regarded as a different kind 
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of achlevement group:i.ng for present purposes. Therefore, it seems 
justifiable to conclude that the sex variecble must be controlled in 
achievement research. From these results it looks as though achievement 
were not common to the two groups but is a.t least in part unique to 
each. Achievement in males may need to be studied quite apart from 
achievement in females. 
A second finding and one 1.fuich points to the urgency for con-
tinuing research in the achievement area is the range of grade point 
achievement encountered in these sub,jects. For males the range was 
from .3.11 to O (zero), and for females from 3.81 to .56. Remember-
ing that all subjects were of nearly equal ability as measured by 
The School a.nd College Ability Test, the dramatic effects of other 
factors has beeri forcefully da11onstrated. 
One of the contentions of the present theoretical position was 
that discrepancies betwl':len sel.f and ideal self might have limited 
value conceived as a unilinear factor related to achievement. It 
was postulated that in one instance discrepancy might lead to greater 
achievement and conversely might in the next, lead to poorer achieve-
ment. Justification of this point. of view is in.ferred from the fact 
that no significant differences were found between achievement groups 
in discrepancy scores for any are~ or valence. On the other hand, 
significant differences were found for achievement groups for both 
attitudes and ideal-att,itudes. Moreover; one significant interaction 
figure was found for discrepancy self tota.l scores which wa.s well be-
yond the .05 level of confidence, indicating that self discrepancy has 
differential meaning in terms of achievement for males and females. 
There were in addition two F-values for interaction of discrepancy 
scores above 3.00, one above 2.00 and six above 1.00. On the level 
of the ide&.1 self there were two significant interaction F-values, 
one above J.00, one nbove 2.00, and five above 1.00. Conversel,y, on 
the attitude level no significant interaction effects were found, 
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none above 3.00, one above 2.00, and finally only one over 1.00. 
Taken in total these findings seem to justify at least the tentative 
assumption that attitudes may have a more linear relationship to 
achievement across sex boundaries, whereas in a very general sense 
both ideal-attitudes and discrepancies tend to have curvilinear 
relationships to achievement in terms of sex grouping. It is im-
portant to note that it is not argµed t.hat, these aspects of attitudes 
are not related to achievement, but only that these relationships may 
turn out to be curvilinear in nature. Only further research can 
provide answers to these questions. The present conclusion is that 
discrepancy does not have a simple linear relationship with achieve-
ment or at least such relationships could not be demonstrated in the 
present samples. Not a single F-value for any area or valence, in-
dividual or total, approached significance for the discrepancy scores. 
A further conclusion is that attitudes towards teachers are 
more important for better achievement than are attitudes towards 
.the self or education. Purthermore, there exists some reason for 
concluding that negative sta.tement us~1,ge is superior to positive 
statement for distinguishing between achievement groups. In effed, 
it appears as if a person might describe himself either positively 
or negatively, or might place items concerned with educational ideas 
either high or low (whether positive or negative), and still achieve 
either "better" or "poorer" as defined in this study. However, this 
same person's handling of positive and negative teacher items does 
seem to prejudice his achievement potential. If positive teacher 
items are given low placements or even more importantly, if negative 
teacher items are placed high, there is a tendency for this individual 
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to acldeve in the 11poorer 11 category. This difference was significant 
at greater than the .01 level of confidence for negative statements 
and at greater than the .05 level of confidence for positive state-
ments. 
On the ideal-attitude level the use of negative statements 
differentiated between achievement levels more than did any other 
valence used in the study. Thus, an individual might tend to de-
scribe himself in ideal terms with high or low placement of positive, 
neutral, or ambivalent statements, and still achieve in either cate-
gory. However, if he tends to place negat,ive ite1;1s high in the ideal 
description, he is more likely to achieve in the "poorern c?..tego:ry. 
This diff'e:eence was significant at just below the .01 level of con-
fidence. 
A major quest.ion for future research concerns the degree to 
which these results a.re a function of the presence of the non-
discriminating areas and valences included in the study. It for 
the moment, it is assumed that these significant differences would 
increase when separated from the unsuccessful areas and valences, i.e., 
those which did not discriminate between achievement groapsjl then 
theoretically an instrument, might be devlsed along the folloidng 
lines. The sort would be made up of perhaps 60 items, thirty 
positive and thirty negative. 'l'hirty of these H,ems would be self 
referent and thirty teacher referent, resulting in an instrument 
possessing two areas and two valences. Thus in the present instru-
rnent where teacher negative attitua.es were made up of five it.8ms, 
in this revision there would. be fifteen iter.o..s. In the same WF£¥ 
where negative items.were made up of twenty items in the present 
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study (three a.reas), in the reV"lsion there would be thirty iter,1s 
divided into two areas. If the significant differences found in 
the present study are not a function of all elements which made up 
the instrument, but would increase their powers of discrir.rl.nation 
in the existing direction through greater representation, these find-
ings might become useful for individual prediction. 
It appears that instruments for differentiation between achieve-
ment groups on non-academic factors., e,s was the contention, can profit-
ably be broken into parts even as the whole is retained. F'or e-z-
arn:ple none of the area differences in the use of negative statements 
on t,he ideal level alone was sufficient to attain significance. The 
total of these statements, however, a.pproa.ched the • 01 level of con-
fidence. 'fherefore, total valence usages appear to be important. On 
the other hand on the attitude level., the total teacher area was not 
found to be significant; nor were teacher neutral or am.bivalent state-
ments. Both positive and negative statements were, ho-wever. In this 
case breaking totals into component parts disclosed significant dif-
ferences which were obscured in the total. .furthermore., the assump-
tion of differences in levels appears to have been justified, Certain 
attitudina.1 components were found to be related to achievement. Like-
w·lse alternative features of ideal-attitudes were found to be re-
lated to achievement. 'I'hese were., b.o-wever, structurally different 
though obtained £2:~om the same stimulus media. Still a third le1rel., 
that. of d.iscrepaniJY, was not found to discriminate. Some evidence 
tlv.it, these levels a:te dif i'erentially related t,o achievement appears 
to have beer1 demonstrated. 
Still another finding which appears to be of considerable theo-
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retical, as well as practical importance, is the degree of difference 
in cognitive structure found to exist between males and females. Thus 
in attitudes, females were found to differ from males in two components 
at better than the .01 level of confidence, in four at better than the 
.05 level of confidence. Thus, six of nineteen possible differences 
were found to be significant. Moreover, four of the remaining values 
were greater than J.00 and three greater than unity. Only six of the 
nineteen were found to be less than unity. 
For ideal-attitudes females differed from males in four components 
at better than the .01 level of confidence and in four additional at 
better than the .05 level of confidence. Thus, eight of nineteen 
possible differences were found to be .significant on the ideal-
attitude level. Furthermore, of the remaining differences, one F-
value was above J.00, three above 2.00, three above 1.00, and only 
four were less tha.n unity. 
Therefore in terms of a Q-sort, females may be said to differ a 
great deal in their self descriptions and to an even greater degree 
in their ideal sorts. While attitudinal differences between sexes 
have been postulated and given experimental verification by numerous 
studies, the degree of difference which was found to exist here seems 
to justify re-emphasis. 
Two final factors appear to merit discussion. The first is the 
apparent concern which incoming college students at this institution 
have with teachers. In the light of the reported findings, the col-
lege teacher is apparently unavoidably involved in student's attitudes 
towards teachers as an integral part of the learning process. The 
last of these factors was the degree of negative feelings making up 
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the sel.f attitudes of these students. They appear to enter college 
full of self doubt and dominated by feelings o.f depreciation toward 
the self. 'l'he impact of their subsequent experience, i.e., their 
success or failure, may be seen as possessing the utmost importance 
for the future of these tendencies. 
Concluding Statement 
The results of' this study are offered as an exploratory attempt 
toward isolating variables which ultimately might mal<e prediction of 
college grade achievements possible in other-than-ability terms. In 
the more immediate sense it is hoped that the findings might prove 
useful to counselors, as well as others, who share responsibility for 
the experiences of the entering college fresh~an. 
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Q- SORT ITEMS TOGETHER WITH PLACEMENT HISTORY 
IN PRELIMINARY SORTS 
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"Least Li.ke1" 11f4ost Liken 
Bo.x No .. l 2 3 J,1, 5 6 7 8 9 
L, I feel I am a superior person. 
3. 11 4 5 4 3 3 3 0 0 = 33 2. 5 4 3 6 5 1 l 0 1 
-
26 
1. 2 8 2 2 6 J 1 1 2 • .lQ 21 16 10 12 14, 7 5 l .3 
-
89 
5. I feel I am neither a superior nor an inferior person. 
3 .. 0 0 1 2 2 0 4 7 17 = 33 2. 0 0 1 1 4 6 3 8 3 = 26 
1. 0 2 2 l:i: 10 9: 2 2 2 = lQ 
0 2 4 7 16 10 10 17 23 = 89 
9. I sometimes .feel I run a superior person and sometimes that I am 
inferior., 
3. l 0 2 7 10 5 2 6 0 = 33 2. 0 ·1 1 3 6 7 5 2 1 = 26 1. 0 2 2 J 6 8 II: 2 2 = jQ 
1 3 6 13 22 20 11 10 .3 = 89 
13. I feel I am an inferior person. 
J. 6 5 5 7 4 2 3 1 0 
-
33 
2. 7 4 5 5 l 3 0 1 0 = 26 
1. J 2 6 8 2 ll: 2 1 0 = lQ 16 12 16 20 8 9 5 3 0 = 89 
4. I feel I am sophisticated. 
J. l 5 6 8 9 2 l 0 l = 33 2. 1 5 4 4 4 6 1 1 0 = 26 
1. ~ .2 J 6 2 !J: l J 0 = lQ 
7 13 13 18 18 12 3 4 l • 89 
8. I feel I am neither sophisticated nor unsophisticated. 
3. l 0 3 5 3 3 15 l 2 = 33 2. 0 0 5 7 7 5 1 0 1 = 26 
1. 0 1 2 ~ 11 !:i: 2 j l = ..lQ 
1 l 10 17 21 12 19 4 4 = 89 
12. I sometimes feel that I ~m. sophisticated and at other times that I 
am unsophisticated. 
3. 0 2 3 4 12 5 4 3 0 = 33 2. 0 0 2 5 6 4 6 3 0 
-
26 
-1. 1 2 1 2 1k Ii: 1 1 0 - JQ 
-1 5 6 1k 32 13 11 7 0 = 89 
99 
16. I feel I run unsophisticated. 
3. l 3 5 4 7 8 2 0 3 
-
33 
2. 0 4 4 2 4 5 2 3 2 = 26 
1. 1 a: & !;; 10 2 2 2 0 = .JQ 
2 11 13 10 21 15 7 5 5 ;:;; 89 
19. I feel I am optimistic. 
3. 0 2 1 3 11 8 3 5 0 = 33 
2. 0 1 l 4 5 1 5 I+ 5 
-
26 
lo 0 1 1 9: z ~ ~ 2 2 = .JQ 0 4 3 11 23 14 13 14 7 = 89 
23. I feel I am about average in optirnism and pessimism. 
3. 0 0 1 3 9 8 6 4 2 
-
33 
2. 0 1 1 3 15 3 2 0 1 = 26 1. 0 1 2 2 2 2 l 0 0 - .JQ 
-0 2 7 15 33 16 9· 4 3 = 89 
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31. I feel I am pessi.n:d..stic. 
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38. I feel I am about average in the freedom with which I express my 
emotions. 
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that I do not. 
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52. I am ne:ither moody nor not moody. 
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6. I have neutral feelinBS a.bout being a teacher. 
3. l+ 1 7 5 7 3 2 l 3 = 33 
2. 1 2 4 9 7 3 0 0 0 = 26 l. t:. ~ 2 lJ 2 1 0 q,. = 1Q 10 3 15 19 27 8 3 1 3 = 89 
10. I sometimes feel I would like being a teacher and sometimes feel 
I would dislike it. 
J. 0 .3 3 I+ 5 3 9 4 2 = .33 
2. 1 3 l 6 6 4 5 0 0 = 26 1. J l _li, 2 !± ~ 2 !t _,1_ = .lQ I+ 7 8 13 p; 12 19 8 3 
-
89 
14. I feel I would dislike being a teacher. 
3. 6 8 3 3 5 3 2 1 2 = 33 
2. 3 2 5 6 2 l l 3 3 - 26 
-l. 2 2 _L J 7. _Q_ . ;z 2 i = ]Q 14 12 11 12 ll+ 4 5 9 8 = 89 
17. I feel teachers would be successful in positions other than te.aching. 
J. 0 l 2 •') 4 12 '7 4 0 - 33 ;i 
-2. 0 0 1 2 5 $ 4 2 4 
-
26 
-1. 0 1 2_ . 4 .. ,-2:_ _ _'L_ 2 fi_ . l = ~ 
0 2 5 9 11 27 20 10 5 :;; 89 
21. I feel teachers would be average in positions other than teaching. 
3. l 2 0 4 s 7 4 6 l = 33 2. l l 1 2 17 4 0 0 0 - 26 
-1. 0 
..2 7 __ !t,_ ~2. L . 2 0 
-- <L = .JQ 2 6 8 10 37 13 6 6 1 ~ 89 
25. I sometimes feel teachers v,ouJ.d be successful in positions other 
than teaching and :sometimes that they would be fa.ilw.~es. 
') 1 0 2 4 5 11 4 5 1 33 ;;>. = 2. 0 0 1 2 3 $ / 6 0 26 0 = 1. 0 2 0 2 J 2 10 _...1,__1.,, = 22 
1 2 3 -~- 11 28 20 14 ?. = 89 
29. I feel.teachers would be failures in positions other than teaching. 
3. 4 a 6 5 8 1 1 0 0 = 33 2. 3 5 5 7 3 1 2 0 0 
-
26 
1. 1 2 2 6 11 2 1 l 
~> = .22. 8 18 11+ is 2" 4 4 1 0 89 '= = 
102 
20. I feel that teachers treat students as equals. 
3. l 1 4 3 g 9 2 4 1 - 33 
-2. 0 0 2 9 .3 4 4 4 0 - 26 
-.. l. 0 0 1 1 2 2 12 ] l =· 1Q 
l 1 7 13 14 22 18 11 2 • 89 
24. I feel teachers neither treat students as equals nor as interiors. 
3. 0 2 3 7 15 1 4 0 l - 33 
-2. 0 1 2 7 10 5 1 0 0 = 26 
1. 1 l 8 8 8 2 2 0 0 = JQ 
1 4 13 22 33 8 7 0 1 = 89 
28. I sometimes i'eel teachers treat students as equals and sometimes 
that they treat them as inferiors. 
3. 0 2 2 6 11 2 7 2 l • 33 2 •. 0 0 l 7 1 9 8 0 0 = 26 1. 0 1 2 J 6 lJ J 2 0 = .JQ 0 3 5 16 18 24 18 4 1 
= 
S9 
32. I feel that teachers treat students as inferiors~ 
3. .3 3 13 6 7 1 0 0 0 
-
33 .... 
2. 0 3 s 6 3 3 3 0 0 = 26 1. J 2 6 6 2 ~- 1 0 0 = .lQ. 6 ll 27 18 15 8 4 0 0 = 89 
3;. I feel teachers are good models for adult behavior patterns. 
3. 0 0 4 2 10 12 2 2 1 
- 33 
-2. 0 0 0 7 8 a 2 0 1 
-
26 
-l. 0 0 2 3 9 8 6 2 0 - JQ 6 0 ·O 12 27 28 10 4 2 = 89 
39. I feel teachers aro average models for adult behavior patterns. 
3. 1 l l 4 4 7 7 7 1 - .33 
-2. 0 0 l 8 11 3 l 2 0 .. 26 
1 0 4 5 5 10 5 1 0 0 - JQ. -.• ~-· 1 5 7 17 25 15 9 9 l 
-
89 
l~J. I sometimes feel teachers are good models for adult behavior 
patterns and sometimes that they are poor. 
3 •. 0 2 1 2 6 7 6 7 2 = 33 2. 0 1 0 3 4 6 7 .3 2 = 26 
.1. 0 1 2 2 8 6 6 2 2 = JQ 0 4 3 7 18 19 19 13 6 
-
89 
-
10.3 
47. I :reel t,eachers are poor models for adult behavior patterns. 
;. 4 7 8 g 3 2 0 1 0 = 33 2. 1 5 a 5 5 2 0 0 0 = 26 L 1 2 10 8 s l 0 0 0 -- JQ 
- -6 14 26 21 16 5 0 1 0 - 89 
-
50. I feel at ease when talking to teachers. 
3. 2 2 3 a l 3 6 7 1 = 33 
2. 0 0 0 3 3 9 5 4 2 = 26 1. 0 2 2 1 lt a ,, 6 l .JQ 0 = 
2 4 5 12 8 2() J.7 17 4 • 89 
53. I feel neither at ease nor te:nse and nervous when talking to teachers. 
3. l 2 3 8 9 6 0 3 l = 33 2. 0 0 J 4 10 7 1 1 0 • 26 
1. l 1 1 6 11 2 2 J o ... # 1Q 
2 3 7 18 30 18 3 7 1 • 89 
56. I sometimes feel at ea.se and sometimes feel tense and nervous when 
talking to teachers. 
3. 0 5 L} 3 .3 5 5 5 3 = 3.3 2. 0 l 0 2 7 9 5 0 2 = 26 
1. 0 0 1 _4 6 7 u5 3 Ix = JQ. . 0 6 5 9 16 21 15 8 9 
-
89 
-
59. I feel tense-and nervous iihen t alk:ing to teachers. 
3. 3 5 7 9 2 5 0 l l = 3.3 
.2. 3 3 4 7 3 4 2 0 0 = 26 l. 0 6 8 ~. 6 !± 1 1 _Q_ - lQ 
-6 14 19 20 11 13 3 2 l = 89 
~ ,,,. I prefer being taught id0as rather than subject matter. 
J. 0 2 J 5 14 3 3 3 0 = 33 2. 0 2 2 7 3 5 2 1 4 = 26 1. 0 l 2 2 Ii 7. l;1; 2 J :tit 1Q 
b 5 8 15 21 15 9 9 7 - 89 
-
7. I have no preference either for being taught ideas over subject 
matter or for subject matter over ideas. 
3. 1 3 5 5 13 5 0 1 0 
-
33 
2. l l 3 7 6 5 0 3 0 
-
26 
-1. _1 
.2 6 t: ll 4 0 0 0 - 1Q 3 7 14 17 30 Hi. 0 4 0 = 89 
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11. I sometimes prefer being taught ideas and sometimes prefer being 
taught subject matter. 
3. 0 1 3 3 9 a 7 2 0 
= 
33 
2. 0 0 2 3 4 8 7 1 1 - 26 
-1. 0 4 2 2 $ 11 2 1 o_ = .JQ 0 5 7 s 21 27 16 4 l = 89 
15. I prefer being taught subject matter rather than ideas. 
J. 0 2 9 3 9 0 4 5 1 
-
33 
2. 1 l 3 5 5 4 3 3 l 
-
26 
-L 1 ) 4 4 '7 ·. 5 J 2 l - ~ 
-2 6 16 12 21 9 10 10 3 = 89 
18. I like early morning classes. 
3. 1 4 l~ 3 5 5 7 3 1 
-
33 
-2. 2 3 2 h Li- 5 2 3 1 
-
26 
1. 5 0 1 .~ 2 2 ~ !:I: 1 = lQ $ 7 7 12 14 15 13 10 3 - 89 
-
22. I have no feeling for or against early morning classes. 
3. 0 2 6 10 7 3 2 3 0 -~ 33 
-2. 0 2 l 6 11 L} 1 l 0 
-
26 
-· 1. 0 1 6 l~ 11 'l 0 1 0 = JQ 
0 5 13 20 29 14 3 5 0 
-
89 ... 
26. I sometimes like early morning classes and sometimes dislike them. 
3. 0 1 0 4 7 10 9 0 2 - 33 
-.., 0 1 2 2 5 7 4 5 0 
-
26 .c. 
-l. 0 1 J J 10 6 2 4 0 = .22 
0 3 5 9 22 23 .16 9 2 ;; 89 
30. I dislike early morning classes. 
3. l 3 6 6 8 5 2 2 0 = 33 
2. 0 2 4 5 4 4 4 3 0 
= 
26 
1. 2 l 2 10 5 4 0 2 4.~ - .lQ 6 -3 12 21 17 1.3 6 ... , 4 
-
89 
-
.33. I feel I should make high grades • 
.3. 7 12 2 6 1 l .3 1 0 ... 33 
-2. 0 1 1 5 4 6 2 3 4 
-
26 
1. 2 2 J 6 2 6 h 0 2 = .:22 9 15 6 l.7 10 13 9 4 ' 6" 
-
89 
-
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37. I feel I should make average grades •. 
3. 0 0 3 l} 1 4 11 8 2 - 33 
-2. 7 4 4 4 4 2 l 0 0 - 26 
1. _A 2 4 l:1; 8 3 2 2 1 = .lQ .... 
11 6 11 12 13 9 14 10 J - 89. 
-
41 •. I sometimes feel I should make high grades and sometimes feel con-
tent if my grades are passing. 
3. 2 2 8 l~ 3 7 1 3 3 - 33 
-2. 1 2 6 6 2 4 2 1 2 
-
26 
-1. 1 5 2 ~ 7. 6 2 1 l = .jQ 4 9 16 15 12 17 5 5 6 = 89 
45. I am content ·with my grades if they are passing. 
J. 7 3 6 s 1 l J ') 1 33 ;,, = 2. 10 8 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 - 26 
-1. 12 ~. 5 Le 0 l 2 2 0 = .2Q 29 15 15 16 l 2 5 5 1 
-
89 
-
36. I tend to live for the present rather than for either the past 
or the future. 
J .. 0 2 6 6 6 2 5 3 3 :; 33 
2 .. 2 0 4 4 4 1 3 8 0 • 26 
1. 2 0 !J: ;5 ~ 2 !t. 8 o. 
= 
jQ 
4 2 14 15 15 5 12 19 3 
-
89 
-
40. I tend to live equally for the present., the past., and the future. 
3. 3 0 3 5 5 8 2 5 2 
-
33 ... 
2. 4 3 1 5 10 l 1 1 0 
-
..26 
"" l. 4 ~ 2 6 11 2 1 l 0 .... .JQ 6. -11 16 26 11 4 7 2 = 89 
44. I sometimes tend to live for the present and sometimes for the 
past and future. 
3. 0 4 2 3 10 7 4 2 1 .... 33 
2. 0 0 l 2 5 9 5 3 l 
-
26 
-1. 0 0 l J 6 10 6 J l = .lQ 0 4 4 8 21 26 15 8 3 
-
89 
-
48. I tend to live more for the past and the future than for the present. 
.3 •. 4 5 10 5 6 2 l 0 0 ~ 33 
2. 0 4 3 6 6 4 0 1 2 = 26 
1. 0 ~ !± 'J. '1 2 0 1 2 = JQ 
4 13 17 18 19 11 1 2 4 
-
89 
-
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51. I feel today's academic standards are too low, 
3. 0 2 7 5 10 5 2 2 0 .,.. 33 
-2. 0 1 5 2 7 .3 4 3 l 
= 
26 
l. 0 l h: 5 6 6 2 ___L__Q_ - .22 
- -0 4 16 12 23 14 ll 8 1 : 89 
54. I feel today's academic standards a.re about right. 
3. 0 5 3 4 g 6 4 2 1 
-
33 
-2.,. 0 1 1 7 9 4 3 l 0 
= 
26 
. 1. 0 0 1 ~ 12 'l 1 l l - JQ 
-0 6 5 15 32 17 8 4 2 ... 89 
57. I sometimes feel today's academic standards a.re too low an.d some-
times that they are too high. 
3., 0 1 3 6 li} 3 4 2 0 ;; 33 
2« 0 0 l 5 9 6 5 0 0 - 26 ... 
1. 0 0 ':\ l l3 L 2 0 1 - J.Q 
"' 
... 
0 1 7 12 36 16 14 2 1 
-
89 
6o. I feel today's academic standards are too high. 
'-l 5 3 3 12 8 2 0 0 0 - 33 ... •· 
-2. l 3 $ 5 7 l l 0 0 
-
26 ... 
1. 1 ~ 2 'l 8 2 l 1 1 ;;: .lQ 
7 10 16 24 23 5 2 1 1 
-· 
89 
APPENDIX B 
ANALYSIS OF THE ST~JDARDIZING SORTS INDICATING BAI.ANCE 
OF CUMULATIVE ARF...A MID VJJENCE PLACEMENTS 
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'£ABLE B-I 
'l'he Distrihti.tion of A:J::,ees and Valences Obtained by the Second Pre-
liminary Sort iJhere the Instru,1J:1ent was Composed of 96 Items (Only 
the Ph.cement of thr~ 60 !·Gems Finaliy R(1ta.ined are 0umm·1·~.; zed) tJ , .,,c,! ..L. '°.:.,.. \ 
"Least Like J\felr 11Host Like Men 
Box £Jo .• l 2 3 L} 5 6 7 e 9 
Valences* 
Positive 28% 21% 20;t 25% 19% 25% 27% 37% 47% 
Neutral 19% 19% 18% 28% 1+4% 23% 11% 17% 10% 
Ambivalent 4% 11% 15% 199i 20% 37% 49% 29% 23% 
11egative 493!; 4956 47% 28J~ 17% 15% 1.3% 17% 20% 
Total 100% 1001~ 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Areas 
Self 38% 40% 32% 28% 30% JL:.% 37% J8% 40% 
Teachers 23% 25% 31% 38% .36% 36Jb 35;t 26% 32% 
Education 39% 351h 37% 3/+5'6 34% 30% 28% 36% 2,3% 
Total 100% lOO~l 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
*f>erfect balance .for valences would exist if each value were 
twenty-five per cent. For areas perfect balance would be represented 
by thirty-three and one-third par cent. 
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TABLE B-II 
'I'he Distribution of Areas and v~.lences Obt.ained by the Third Preliminary 
Sort \c,nere the Instrument was Composed of 60 Items 
--
"Least Like J\ifen rrMost Like Me 11 
Box No. l 2 3 4 5 I 7 B 9 0 
Valence..§_ 
Positive 32% 28% 21/}:; 24% 25% 26% 25% 23% 20% 
Neutral 12% 12Jb 17% 2l~% 25% 26% 321t 34% 44% 
Ambi vaJ.ent t-~(J, .,u 16% 1'7;; 20% 28% 34Jb 34~& 33% 2.3% 
Negative 52% 44% l12Js 3276 22% 14% 9% 10% 13% 
--
•rot al 100% 100% 1007b 100% 100% 1007; 100% 100% 100% 
Areas 
Self 36% .30% ~6% 31% 32% 31+% 36% 33% 52% 
Teachers 32% 35% 34% 33% 32% 36% 32% 37% 31% 
Education 32% 35% 40% 36% 36% 30% 32% 30% 17% 
'total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100~-& 100% 100% 100% 
-----
lJ.O 
TABLE B-III 
Distribution of Areas and Valenc$s Cur11uJ.ated for all the Preliminary 
Sorts for the Final 60 Items of the Cv-Sort (In the Perfectly Balanced 
Instrument Under Box 9 of. the Val.ences There Would be Four in Each of 
the ·Categories, Under Box 8, Eight in Each, etc.) 
11Least Like Hetn nMost Ll.ke Me" 
Box I-Jo. 1 2 3 4 ; 6 7 8 9 
Valences* 
Positive 7% 7% 9% 15% 17% 17% 13% 10% 5%: 100% 
l>Jeut.ral 3% 5% 10% 17% 30% 15% 9% 7% 4$:: 100% 
.Ambivalent l"' ;q 5% 7Jl 12% 21;; 2.3% 17% 10% 4%: 100% 
fllegat,i ve 9% 14% 18% 19% 18% 9% 5% 5% 3.% = 100% 
Total 20% 31% 44% 63% 86% 64% 44% 32% 16% 
Areas 
Self 5% 8% 10% 15% 211t 16}i 12% 7% 6%: 100% 
Teachers 4% 7et /J 11% 16% 21% 17% 12% 8% 4%: 100% 
Education 5% 8% 12% 17% 231i 15% 1oi; ?;t 3%:; 100% 
Total 14% 2.3% 33% 4S% 65% 48% 34% 22% 1.3% 
*iPerfect balance would exist if the figures for areas and valences 
were the same in each box. 
APPENDIX C 
ANALYSIS OF PLACEMENT ON THE PREUMINARY IDEAL-SORT SHOWING 
THE BALANCE OF ARl'AS AND VALENCES 
ill 
ll2 
'£ABLE C-I 
Distribution of Areas and Valences for the Last 60 Item Preliminary 
Sort on an Ideal-Sort Instruction Basis for 31 Subjects 
11Least Like I.IIJe 11 11Most like Me" 
Box P.Jo. l 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 
Valences 
Positive 18% 16% 16% 15% 22% 25% 37% 45% 46% 
Neutral 3% 12% 12% 17% 28% 35% 34% 37% 41% 
Ambivalent 13% 21% 27% 30% 30% 33% 23% 12% 8% 
Negative 66% 51% 45% 38% 20% 7% 6% 6% 5% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Areas 
Self 54% 40% 23% 28% 25% 36% 34% 37% 56% 
Teachers 28% 32% 37% 34% 30% 36% 34% 40% 21% 
Education 18% 28% 40% 38% 45% 28% 32% 23% 23% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
APPEltDIX D 
IKS'l'RUGTJ.OUS ·ro 'fHE SUBJECTS 
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Directions for Card Sorting ll4 
Sort 1. 
The way you sort the cards shows how you think they describe 
you, how much each statement is like you or unlike you, going from 
most like you on the extreme left end to most unlike you on the 
extreme right end. As you go out toward the left, from the middle 
column, each column is more and more like you. The words used to 
describe these greater differences in degree from the center are: 
somewhat, fairly, quite, and most. Similarly, as you go out toward 
the right from the middle column, each column is less and less ltke 
you. You will notice the instructions are given on each column card; 
for example 
3 Cards Column 9 MOST like you 
There are 60 cards in each of these decks. Each card has a statement 
of how people think, feel, act, and so on. for any person, they are 
more or less true or not true, or in between. You are to work with 
one deck at a time, finishing one before you do the next. What you 
are to do is this: Sort the cards of a deck into 9 Columns. To 
help you in this, you have a small pack of 9 cards-labelled Column 9, 
Column 8, Column 7, and so on. First then, put these 9 cards out in 
a row on the table: 
COL 9 COL 8 COL 7 COL 6 COL 5 COL 4 COL 3 COL 2 
Next, you will notice you are told how many cards to put in each 
column: 
3 5 7 9 12 9 7 5 
COL l 
3 
It is best not to cover one card with another, but to place them in 
columns below the Column cards. In this way you can see all the 
cards, to read and compare and shift them until you have them placed 
right, and the right number in each column. 
As you go through the deck for the first time, you may put any 
number of cards in any column to start with. Or you may simply put 
some cards to the left, some to the right, and some i .n the middle, 
then shifting them about as you read and compare them.- When you 
do have the right number in each column, put t he cards in each column 
in a pile, and place the Column Card for that pile on !.9.£ ofit. 
Then starting from left end put each pile on~ of the pile to the 
right, until all cards are in one pile. Put your identification 
card on top, place a rubber band around~ and go on to the next deck. 
Sort 2. 
The way you are to sort the cards i£i! time shows what you 
want to be going from most like you want to be on the extreme left 
encf""tomost unlike you\fflJ1ttobe on the extreme right end. As you 
go out toward the left, from the middle column, each column is more 
and more like you want to be: as you go out toward the right, from 
the middle column, each col umn is·· more and more un.like you want to 
be. Again, the words used to describe these differences in degrees 
as you go · out from the center are: somewhat, fairly, quite, most. 
Similarly, as you finish, place t he cards together as you did the 
first deck. 
VI~RBAL INS'rRUC'i'IONS 
You h.ave been given two sets of cards. 
The first card sort you arc to make is .for yourself as you really 
are. The second for yourself as you would like to be. Detailed in-
structions for what you are to do have been given you on a separate 
sheet. 
Any infor:mation revealed in these sorts will be confidential and 
will not effect you personally in any way. The results are for the 
purpose of scientific research solely. The data will be meaningless 
if you are not completely open and truthful in your responses. 
Please cooperate. Will you now read the instruction sheet'? 
Note to Adviser: 
1rfr1en the hour is nearly up, please pass out the 11tardyn e.xeuses 
to avoid having the late finishers make a hurried completion. 
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NOTIFICATION TO THE SUBJECTS 
Dear S'tudent: 
You have been selected from the Freshman Class of '59 for pa.rtie-
ipation in a. research project. Will you, therefore, please report to 
Room_ on Wednesday morning, October 14., at 9::.'.30 A.M. instead of to 
the au.di tori um for the Guidance 101 meeting? Attendance will be taken 
for this meeting in Room _. It is vitally important that you. be 
present. Please make every effort to attend. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely; 
Everette D. Erb 
ll6 
Dept. Student Personnel 
& Guidance 
Subjects were given the above letter at a Guidance 101 meeting 
on October 7, 1959. This is a required freshman orientation course. 
Good rapport seemed reasonable to expect since students seem towel-
come an excused absence. 
APPENDIX E 
FOfo,ffl F'OH (~--SORT fwi:SUL'l'S 
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roup __ _ 
:olumn 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4. 
3 
2 
1 
Column 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
SELF SORT 
IDEAL SORT 
Subject 
Age 
Classification 
ll8 
Sex 
------
Individual Record Sheet Subject No. 119 
Self Ideal Discrepancy 
s. I. D. s. I. D. s. I. D. Total 
2 3 Valen 
17 18 
20 33 
35 36 
Posit 
50 51 
P. T.T.P. T. E. P. 
6 7 
21 22 
24 37 
39 40 _ Neutr 
53 54 
N. T. T. N. T. E. N. 
10 11 
25 26 
28 41 
43 44 
56 57 
Ambj 
val€ 
A. T. T. A. T.E.A. ---
14 15 
29 30 
32 45 
47 48 
59 60 Nega1 
. Ng. T. T. Ng. ___ T.E. Ng • 
3.l s. Total '.I! 
-
Total E. 
-
- - - - - -
120 
Matrix 
Subject No. 
,elf sort Totals 
Self Teacher Educational 
Positive 
Neutral 
Ambivalent 
Negative I 
[deal sort Totals 
Self Teacher Educational 
Positive 
I 
I 
Neutral 
Ambivalent l l 
I 
Negative 
t 
I l ; I 
Discrepancy Totals 
Self Teacher Educational 
Posi tive l 
Neutral 
Ambivalent I 
l 
! 
' I J 
I l t I 
I I l I l l 
Negative 
! ! l I I 
! t 
i I i ! 
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